A Baseball Road Trip – 2003

ABOVE: Statues in Metropolis,
Illinois – “Big John” (left) and
Superman (right)
LEFT: Helen Keller’s well
RIGHT: US Space and Rocket
Center – Huntsville, Alabama
BELOW: Louisville Slugger
Factory
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Last Easter I went out to California, where I tried to see my friend and former student Brad Nelson playing minor league
baseball. Unfortunately Brad was injured shortly before the trip. While I had a good visit, in terms of baseball I basically just saw Brad
sit on the bench. After officially recovering from his surgery (I phrase it that way, because the full recovery typically takes a year [and
in many cases … is never really “complete”]), Brad had been promoted to the Huntsville Stars in the AA Southern League. I
decided that after finishing my work teaching summer classes at Iowa Lakes Community College, I’d go down to Alabama to see him
actually play. In the process I made an enjoyable road trip where almost everything had some sort of baseball theme.

Saturday, August 2
Algona, Iowa to Decorah, Iowa
I left home about 6:45 this morning, and stopped briefly at McDonalds for breakfast. Then I headed east along highway 18 to
Clear Lake. It used to be four lanes all through that town. Now, for much of the way, they’ve painted the same surface so it’s just two
extra-wide lanes, with a turn lane in the middle. [The Iowa DOT appears to be doing this all over. Supposedly the turn lane
makes thing safer, because people aren’t trying to turn left from the “fast” lane. It makes everything move more slowly,
though, and I personally find it very annoying.] That congested traffic a bit, especially since I hit it right at rush hour. I got through
okay, though, and then continued on Avenue of the Saints past Mason City and Charles City.
I turned east at Nashua and made my way past the Little Brown Church as strains of the old song went through my head.
Then I continued east through Fredericksburg and the rugged hills of northeast Iowa until finally I came to Marquette.
My destination this morning was Effigy Mounds
National Monument, the first point of interest I’d see on this
trip. I’ve been to Effigy Mounds countless times, dating back
to when I was a child and we stopped there on the way to
Aunt Alaire’s home in Wisconsin. As much as I’ve been
there, though, I never tire of seeing it. Without question it’s
one of the most spectacularly beautiful places in the
Midwest, and to my eye one of the nicest anywhere.

Mississippi River and compound mounds
Effigy Mounds National Monument
Marquette, Iowa
[Effigy Mounds remains one of the places I enjoy going on a whim. It’s far enough away to make an interesting
getaway, but close enough that the round-trip can be done in a day. I love hiking there, and the scenery is really spectacular.]
The “official” purpose of the monument is to preserve pre-Columbian Indian burial mounds, most of which are in the shape of
various animals (the “effigies” that give the park its name). For me, as for most visitors, though, the mounds themselves are secondary.
[That’s certainly the case with me; I’ve never been terribly thrilled with Indian history.] The real point of visiting Effigy Mounds is
the lovely hike through native forest and up the riverside cliffs. The trail is steep and rugged, but that just adds to the sense of
accomplishment when you reach the gorgeous views of the mighty Mississippi. Even though the woods were buzzing with mosquitoes
today, it still didn’t spoil the hike. I had a lovely morning work-out and a wonderful start to the trip.
I even got just a taste of the baseball theme that would pervade this vacation. Those mounds that aren’t shaped like birds or
bears tend to have simple bar or cone shapes. At one point a cone and a bar were placed together in a form that looked remarkably
like the shape of a baseball bat—probably not what the ancient Indians had in mind, but interesting nonetheless.
A friend of mine collects postcards, and I made a point of stopping by the gift shop to see if there was anything interesting I
could get for her. There wasn’t, but some of the other customers there did provide an interesting diversion. A couple about my age
was in there, with a bratty little boy who wanted to buy everything in the store. That in itself wouldn’t have been unusual. What stood
out was that the kid kept referring to the man as “Grandpa”. There was no way the man was any older than me (indeed I’d have
guessed him a few years younger), and while I am getting older, I really don’t see myself as “grandpa” age yet. Then again, I do recall
going to my ten-year high school reunion and seeing one woman bring her granddaughter to that event. Brenda had her first child in
seventh grade (and—obviously—so did her daughter). I suppose it would be possible for someone my age to be a grandparent even
with the children born at somewhat more “normal” times of life, but I’d still think they must have started pretty young.
[2003 would have been about the time I started to teach children of kids I had taught myself. These days I have a lot
of them. …]

I drove up to Waukon and stopped for gas at a Casey’s there. I also bought some breadsticks and marinara sauce, which was
my lunch for the day. Then I drove on to Margaret’s, and we had a nice chat through the afternoon.
Margaret had arranged for us to meet her friend Marlene for dinner in Decorah. We ate at a small restaurant associated with
the Norwegian museum there. Most of their menu tends toward Nordic fare, though I can’t say any of us had anything terribly
adventurous. I had steak, a tasty salad, with a berry-covered pastry (krumkake) for dessert.
After dinner we drove north to Lanesboro, Minnesota. Margaret is a high-level patron of a small professional theatre there,
and that provides her with unlimited tickets to the shows. Lanesboro is about an hour north of Decorah. The drive is not one I care to
do in winter, but it’s lovely on a summer evening. Today we admired countless wildflowers that carpeted the ditches all through
northern Iowa and southern Minnesota.
The play we saw was called Other People’s Money, a fascinating show. While it was written in the early ‘90s [actually 1989],
it was only too timely today. Basically it was a play about greed. It centered around the unfriendly takeover of an old rust-belt factory
by an investor who just wanted to sell off the assets and close the company. In the backwards world of stock market ethics (or lack
thereof), it wasn’t always clear who the good guys and the bad guys were. The play was a comedy, yet I left the theatre sad. It really is
sad just how much of “real-world” business revolves around greed. [In a quick search for this play, I found out it had been made
into a movie in 1991 with Danny DeVito and Gregory Peck. It might be interesting to see it at some point.]
On our way back to Decorah we stopped briefly at a Kwik Trip store in Harmony, Minnesota. Just past there four different
police cars had stopped a single pick-up truck. I don’t know what the driver was wanted for, but it must have been something big. We
made it back to Margaret’s and stayed up talking until the wee hours.

Sunday, August 3
Decorah, Iowa to Beloit, Wisconsin, and back
Our destination today was Beloit, the town on the Illinois/Wisconsin border where Brad Nelson spent most of last season. The
Beloit Snappers were honoring Brad’s many accomplishments last year with a bobble head doll giveaway. Brad actually was the
subject of two bobble head dolls this summer. The High Desert Mavericks in California also immortalized him in shaking ceramic. It
would have cost a small fortune to make yet another trip to California just for a bobble head, but Beloit was a more reasonable
alternative.
Unfortunately, the dolls were a limited edition of only 500. While the Snappers don’t usually draw a lot of fans, weekend
afternoons tend to have bigger crowds than normal. What’s more, any giveaway—let alone one featuring one of the top players the
team has had—is likely to go over big in Beloit [and anywhere else, for that matter]. Margaret and I had looked at the map, and
budgeted time so we should be able to get there right when the gates opened at noon—an hour before the anticipated start.
We were both up early, but we dawdled for quite a while chatting over coffee. We left around 9:00, which was seemed about
right to get us to our destination at noon. We headed eastward to Waukon and back past Effigy Mounds, stopping for a bathroom break
and bite of breakfast at Hardees in Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. That stop seemed to take forever, as they seemed to cook everything
fresh—one item at a time. We then got caught in heavy traffic in Madison, and it soon became clear it would be well after 12:30 when
we got to Beloit. I held out little hope that we’d actually get those coveted dolls and resigned myself to just watching a game I didn’t
much care about.
We sped down I-39 at a bit more than the posted limit (though not particularly faster
than traffic) and exited onto Shopiere Road in Beloit. The route to the stadium was very familiar
from last year, and I was pleased to see that the parking lot was not particularly full. As I
grabbed the tickets to make a mad rush for the gate, I noticed that I had remembered the start
time wrong. The game was actually scheduled for 2pm, not 1:00. [1pm was the standard
afternoon game time; I’m not sure why this one started at 2:00.] I thought we were late, but
in fact the gates hadn’t even opened yet. You can imagine the relief as both Margaret and I
slowed from a sprint to a brisk walk.
While we were early, it was a good thing we were. We joined a line that stretched back
from the entrance the whole length of the stadium. There probably weren’t 500 people in the
line yet, but there were easily 300. While Margaret saved our place, I walked ahead to make
sure this was a line to enter, rather than a line for tickets. …
*****
The gates opened promptly at 1:00, and we made our way forward. When we got to
the entrance, we were presented not with a bobble head doll, but with a certificate and an
apology letter. It seems that the company the Snappers had contracted to make the dolls went
Internet image of a
bankrupt, and at the last minute the promotions people in Wisconsin had to negotiate with a new
Brad Nelson bobblehead
producer. The dolls were being made in China, but wouldn’t actually be available until late
September (the day I’m writing this, in fact). In some ways that was good; now I wouldn’t have to lug a highly fragile piece of ceramic
all over the country with me. The problem, though, was that patrons were supposed to redeem their certificates in person at the
Snappers offices. I really didn’t want to drive all the way back to Wisconsin just to get a bobbling Brad.

[I ended up writing the Snappers offices and had them mail my bobblehead to me. A year later I’d have Brad sign
autograph the base of it. Today it sits on top of a file cabinet in my room at school. The Snappers were not the only
bobblehead issue I’ve run into at minor league games, either. A few years later in Omaha they had a giveaway of dolls for
some player I’d never heard of. Unfortunately, the player’s name had been misspelled, with an “O” left out of his name. They
gave away the error dolls, together with certificates for corrected ones. Rather than ignore the problem, they made it the
theme of the night. They posted the roster for the night with no O’s in anyone’s name and the announcer introduced the
home team as the “‘Maha R’yals”.]
*****
By the time I’m writing this (mostly in October), I have received my “bobblin’ Brad”. Beloit’s doll is cute, but having seen
photos of the High Desert version online, I must say they did a better job of reproducing his likeness in California. The doll stands
about 7½ tall, with well over a third of that being the spring-mounted head. Most bobblehead dolls don’t really look a lot like the people
they depict, and this is certainly no exception. The body is certainly not Brad’s, but that of a much smaller guy. Even in high school
Brad was not as thin as the body they gave him on this doll. The head has some of Brad’s features, but others are pretty much generic.
Most prominent on the head is an enormous grin. Brad does tend to flash a grin frequently, but having it planted permanently on his
face is a bit odd.
We had a lot of time to kill before the game began, and Pohlman Field isn’t exactly the world’s most interesting ballpark.
Margaret and I checked out the gift shop, which hadn’t changed much since last season. I already had more than my share of
Snappers souvenirs, so I didn’t drop a dime there. I did buy a hot dog and some nachos from the concession stand, noticing in the
process that there was a change there. They used to have condiment dispensers that you turned to get a stream of minced onion or
relish. Those frequently clogged and were broken more than they worked. Now they’d sensibly replaced them with dishes of the
various condiments you could spoon on your hot dog.
There are no truly bad seats at Pohlman Field, but ours were just about the best. They were right behind home plate and in
the very first row. I’d never sat in exactly that location before, since last year I generally sat by first base where Brad was playing. The
only bad thing about the seats was watching the whole game through the screen they have to catch foul balls. [That is a choice I
often have to make in minor league parks. I don’t’ really care for watching through a net, but the good seats are invariably
located there. There’s also a screen behind the plate in major league parks, but I’ve never been able to afford to sit there.]
Two college girls came around before the game, trying to line up people to play the between innings games. They asked if I’d
be interested in playing what they merely called “a promotional game”. Generally preferring not to embarrass myself, I asked them just
what it would involve. They obviously didn’t want to tell me, but they implied it was some sort of sports trivia and that somehow blowing
horns was involved. The description made it sound like I’d more than likely be embarrassing myself if I accepted, so I declined. The
girls were really quite persistent and tried a couple more times to get me to say yes. In the end though, they left me alone.
This was Little League Day in Beloit, and a host of different teams paraded onto the field before the game. Between them and
their parents, the park was as full as I’d ever seen it. There were easily over 3,000 in attendance, most of whom didn’t have certificates
for bobble heads.
The National Anthem was one of the more interesting renditions I’ve heard. A woman dressed far more formally than I’d
expect at a baseball game played a trumpet solo that was really quite moving. It certainly beat the bad country music or the overlyemoted classical versions I’ve most often heard in ballparks. [The best anthems I’ve heard have invariably been instrumental.]
It was interesting to see a few of the same players who were Brad’s teammates last year still playing in Beloit. That’s actually
not a good thing from the players’ point of view. Brad, who is younger than most of them, was now playing two levels higher in the
minor leagues. Chances are most of the guys who were still in Beloit would never play at a higher level. They were still familiar faces,
though, and I rooted for them strongly when they batted.
I probably paid the most attention to the guy who replaced Brad at first base, Prince Fielder. Prince was the Brewers’ top draft
pick last year (Brad was a fourth-round selection), and as the son of big league all-star Cecil Fielder, he’s easily the top prospect in the
organization. Prince definitely hits well, but he’s got a ways to go to catch up with Brad defensively. Both he and Brad are big guys.
Brad, however, definitely holds his weight better. He’s always been a stocky farm boy, and while he’s filled out a lot more since leaving
high school (all the players do weight training every morning), he basically looks big and strong. Fielder, on the other hand, looked
fat—not really what I expected from a top prospect. He had what looked like a beer gut (though I hope not from that cause, given that
he—like Brad—is still underage), and he moved very slowly. I’m well aware that my opinion is prejudiced, but I really wasn’t terribly
impressed with Fielder. He has been tearing things up at the plate, though, and I’d certainly not be upset if both he and Brad made it to
“the show”.
[Prince would move rapidly through the different minor league levels. With a $4 million signing bonus, the Brewers
had every incentive to fast-track him and push him up to Milwaukee as soon as possible. He has hit a lot of home runs as a
big leaguer, but he’s still very slow and defensively shaky at first base. His success, though, is the main reason Brad is no
longer with the Brewers, but rather the Mariners.]

The game was really pretty dull, and when it started raining around the time of the seventh inning stretch, Margaret and I
decided to leave. There was certainly nothing to keep either of us around for the final out. We had an uneventful drive back through
Madison and on to Prairie du Chien. We stopped for dinner at a place called Huckleberry’s in PDC, a cavernous restaurant with a
country décor that seemed to serve every kind of food known to man. I passed on the truck stop version of foreign dishes and opted
instead for an omelette [which wasn’t very good]. Then I drove into the sunset as we made our way back to Margaret’s.
I re-packed my car for the “real” journey that would start tomorrow. Margaret and I had a couple of drinks, but before long we
were off to bed.

Monday, August 4
Decorah, Iowa to Paducah, Kentucky
I left Margaret’s right at 6:30am and headed uphill from her valley into a bank of fog. I made my way down the string of county
roads that leads to Waukon, panicking a little each time I reached a fogbound intersection. Margaret lives on a gravel road, so I
stopped at a carwash in Waukon to rinse off the dust and grime. [I stop either there or at the car wash in Decorah almost every
time I visit her.] I also bought gas at Kwik Trip and had a ham, egg, and cheese biscuit at Hardees (a special for only $.99). [My
would that be a deal these days! The cheapest I’ve seen any fast food breakfast sandwich in recent years is 2 for $3.33, or
$1.67 each; regular price is about $2.79 now.] I followed a very scenic county road south to Monona, made my way east to
McGregor, and then followed the Great River Road along the Mississippi cliffs south to Guttenberg. I don’t think I’d ever driven this
particular stretch of the river road before, and even with the fog it really was lovely.
I cut west from the river and eventually made my way to Dyersville. I was still a bit hungry, so I stopped at another Hardees for
another ham, egg, and cheese biscuit. Unfortunately this one was not on sale, so it cost $2.09 instead of $.99.
My baseball diversion today was “Field of Dreams,” the filming site of the movie of that name. I’ve actually never seen the film
[and I still haven’t], but I was familiar with the story. Since the baseball diamond carved out of corn is just a few miles northeast of
Dyersville, I figured I might as well see what made it one of Iowa’s most-visited tourist attractions.

David Burrow’s metro parked by a bean field by the Field of Dreams

Strangely, the Field of Dreams is located
on two different families’ farms. Most of the infield
and the old Victorian home that appeared in the
movie lie to the east, while left field, center field, and
the second base/shortstop area are to the west.
There are two separate entrances to the site—one
on each family’s property—and each family
operates its own baseball-themed gift shop. Both of
the sites even provide complementary balls, gloves,
and bats; but you can only use them in the part of
the field that is in that family’s property.
A foggy morning was probably the ideal
time to see the Field of Dreams. The place had a
sort of mystical quality that was really kind of cool.
It’s a full-size adult field, complete with lights and
wooden bleachers, but instead of an outfield fence
the whole place is lined with rows of corn. I don’t
know that I’ll rush back to Dyersville, but it was
fascinating to see the place once.
Field of Dreams – Dyersville, Iowa
After leaving Dyersville, I was on four-lane
highways the rest of the day. I followed highway 20 east to Dubuque and then took US 61 south past John’s home in Maquoketa [the
four-lane there would have been just recently completed] and on to Davenport. I crossed the Mississippi on the I-80 bridge and
then stopped for a break at the Illinois welcome center. Though it’s high up on the cliffs, the view from the welcome center isn’t
anything special. The river is narrow at this point, and what you mostly look out at is suburban sprawl.
I picked up a few brochures at the welcome center. Most interesting was a guide to prairie wildflowers. While it was geared to
Illinois, the vegetation it described covers most of the Midwest. I’ve been really pleased the past few years that the highway authorities
have chosen to let more and more of those wildflowers grow instead of mowing all the ditches. With those flowers, the prairie can be
quite scenic. Without them, it’s deadly dull.
Unfortunately, most of the ditches on the interstates in Illinois are mowed. There are a few scenic forest areas along I-74, but
mostly I saw overly dry fields. I had a fairly dull drive past Peoria and Bloomington. I stopped briefly in LeRoy for gas and then turned
south at Champaign on the even duller Interstate 57.
I awakened from my drowsiness at Effingham where I hit construction. Effingham [which always sounds vaguely like a
swear word to me] is located at the junction of I-57 and I-70, and both interstates run together for a few miles through the town. I-57
doesn’t move all that much traffic, but I-70 is very busy all across the country. Here, exactly where the two came together, the road was
narrowed to just one lane in each direction. Topping that off, there was an accident up ahead that brought everything to a dead stop.
It’s only six miles from one end of Effingham to the other, but it took more than half an hour to get through town.
Almost everywhere it goes, I-70 is the border between north and south. There’s almost nowhere where that border is more
pronounced than in Illinois. While northern Illinois is the epitome of the Midwest, southern Illinois reaches far into Dixie. I-57 starts at
the Day Ryan Expressway in Chicago, but south of I-70 you’re a lot closer to Memphis—both in distance and culture. The signs south
of Effingham gave the distance to Nashville and Atlanta, neither of which was really that far away. Even more noteworthy is the change
in scenery. All of Illinois is pancake flat, but north of Effingham I had seen little other than farmland. South of I-70 the farms abruptly
ended, and I saw forest and swamps the rest of the day.
About an hour and a half south of Effingham I turned onto my
last interstate of the day, I-24. This odd little interstate starts in the middle
of nowhere in southern Illinois, cuts a corner of Kentucky, and then
becomes a major highway in Tennessee, where it’s the road from
Nashville to Atlanta and Florida. The Illinois end is certainly not a major
highway. I was nearly the only car on the road as I wound through the
coal mining hills of “Little Egypt”. While I wouldn’t have wanted to have
been stranded on the shoulder here, it was a beautiful drive.
In the late afternoon I made it to Metropolis, a small town on the
Ohio River at the extreme southern end of Illinois. I exited onto US 45
and followed the old road into town. For about four miles I wound through
a pleasant suburban area then next to a state park at the edge of the city
proper. Just inside the city limits I stopped briefly beside Big John, a
supermarket with an enormous statue of its namesake out front. The
book Roadside America identifies this as one of the things to see in
southern Illinois (which tells you something about southern Illinois, if you
think about it), and I must say I found it worth snapping a photo. [The
picture is at the beginning of this travelogue.]
One of numerous tributes to Superman
Metropolis, Illinois

I drove on into downtown Metropolis, a gorgeous collection of

nineteenth century buildings that mostly stand empty. [That’s unfortunate, because it really is quite a handsome town.] The focal
point is in front of the Massac County Courthouse, where they have established Superman Square. You see, Metropolis’ principal
claim to fame is that it has proclaimed itself to be the Man of Steel’s hometown. Never mind that Superman was actually from
“Smallville” and that the “real” Metropolis on film was the Los Angeles skyline. Someone back around 1970 noticed that this town
happened to have a marketable name, and the rest is history. There’s really not much to see—but, then again, thy managed to draw
me, didn’t they. [I’ve never been back, but it was sort of fun to see the place once.]
At the center of Superman Square is a painted bronze statue that rather disappointingly is quite a bit smaller than Big John. It
stands on a nice pedestal in front of the courthouse, not unlike the smiling Lenins they used to have in Russia. The block to the north is
filled with appropriately tacky gift shops—which represent just about the last remaining commerce in downtown Metropolis. I snapped
another photo [also at the beginning of the travelogue] and did one of the gift shops [where I don’t remember buying a thing—
though surely I must have picked up something], and about ten minutes later I was heading back to I-24.
I crossed the Ohio and took the first exit inside Kentucky. Just past the cigarette outlets and fireworks stands was a seedy
truckstop. Behind that, grayed by the fumes of forty years of semis, was a very strange Comfort Inn that would be my home fort the
night. A large woman with a bit too much Southern hospitality in her voice for my taste greeted me and gave me my room key. The
room was on the second floor, right next to a stairwell and overlooking a dumpster. It was one of the largest motel rooms I’ve ever
been in, but there was practically no furniture in it—just lots and lots of empty space. [The one and only time I stayed in a Hilton (in
Sioux City) the room was similarly empty.] One of the walls to the room wasn’t really a wall at all. It was basically a large sliding
door, the sort of thing a better hotel might use to divide up their ballroom. It was a good thing that it was well secured, because it was
all that separated the room from the stairwell. It did keep people out, but being fabric rather than plaster, it did nothing to keep out
noise.
For all the space the room had, the bathroom was miniscule. Indeed, the door could not open fully because the tub blocked its
path. On the plus side, there was a massaging showerhead and the room had a coffee maker and an enormous refrigerator (nearly as
large as the one in my apartment), where I chilled some juice I brought along. Even if I return to Paducah [pronounced puh-DOOkuh, by the way], I probably won’t be back to this particular motel. Fortunately, it was one of the cheapest Comfort Inns in the country,
so I didn’t feel I was being ripped off.
[This Comfort Inn is still there at Exit 3. It was supposedly renovated not long after my stay, but the reviews of the
place on TripAdvisor range from mediocre to scathing. The property Choice Hotels is pushing in Paducah these days is their
brand new Comfort Suites one exit down the road. I saw that when I drove through here with quiz bowl kids last summer. It
looks much nicer than the Comfort Inn, but it costs around a hundred bucks a night—which strikes me as more than a little
pricey for Paducah.]
After settling into the room I spent about an hour just driving around Paducah. This is one of those places with a funny name
I’ve always wanted to go to. Now that I was here, I figured I might as well see what there was to see. Honestly, there’s not much.
Having grown up near Burlington, Paducah looked very familiar. [Burlington is the quintessential river town, and so is Paducah.]
It’s an old, old river town that saw its best days a century ago. There are lovely old mansions and there are weathered mobile homes,
often literally on adjacent lots. Some of the factories have been closed for decades, while others merely look like they’re on their last
legs. The “nice” business on the fringes mostly dates to he ‘60s and is definitely showing its age. They’ve tried to revitalize downtown
with a new convention center, but most of the buildings that aren’t boarded up serve as second hand stores and storefront churches. I
know this description makes the place sound horrible. Really that’s not true at all. Paducah struck me as safe and pleasant and
probably a very nice place to live—again, just like Burlington. It’s just obviously gone through a lot of hard times, and it looks like it’s got
a lot more hard times to come. [I got the feeling when we were through there last summer that Paducah has recently had an
economic boom. They’ve got a new car plant of some sort (Kentucky is littered with Asian auto plants), and they appear to be
really pushing tourism with a new “arts district” in the downtown area. Whether all that outlasts the current recession, I have
no clue, but it did look more prosperous in 2009 than it was in 2003.]
I bought gas at a Pilot truck
stop and then had dinner at the Huddle
House. While apparently it’s actually
older than its competitor, Huddle House
comes across as a replica of the
ubiquitous Southern chain Waffle
House. Huddle is actually just slightly
more upscale. They have some actual
tables and chairs [Waffle House is only
counters and booths], and they throw
a few decorative flowers around here
and there. They have those same huge
square letters on their sign, though—but
at Huddle House they’re red and green
instead of the black and yellow you see
at Waffle House. The name Huddle
House made me think of warming
Huddle House – Paducah, Kentucky
around a fire, but apparently that’s not the image I was supposed to have at all. According to the back of their menu the name comes
from a football huddle. Back before the age of sports bars, they used the name to market this chain of glorified diners to the “after the
game” crowd.

The menu at Huddle House is absolutely identical to Waffle House, right down to cheese and eggs and hash browns “all the
way”. One or the other should probably sue its competitor for a variety of infringements. I had a ham and cheese sandwich, chili, and
hash browns with cheese and ham chunks. [They’re not called “covered and chunked” at Huddle House, but they are exactly the
same thing.] I didn’t think the food was as good as I had eaten at Waffle House, but it was perfectly adequate. I’d also imagine that,
like Waffle House, it might vary a lot by location or time of day.
After dinner I went back to my strange motel room, watched a bit of TV, and just relaxed. This had been quite a long trip, but it
really was an enjoyable day.

Tuesday, August 5
Paducah, Kentucky to Huntsville, Alabama
I got up around 6:30, showered, and had a stale bagel in the motel lobby. I left about 7:00 and slowly made my way through
suburban Paducah. It shocked me to see school buses running—not just one or two, but what was obviously the district’s whole fleet.
I’d find out later that Paducah, like most of the South, started school this week. I thought our mid-August starting date was early, and
being in school on August 5 seems just downright absurd to me. [In search of the holy grail of higher test scores, much of the
South has chosen to lengthen their school year. The results are somewhat mixed, but mostly it doesn’t’ seem to have much
effect.]
The state of Kentucky is less than 50 miles wide at this point, so it didn’t take long to make my way down US 45 and the
Purchase Parkway (an un-numbered expressway that rather obviously used to be a tollroad [the giveaway is needlessly complex
exits that obviously once housed collection booths]) to the Tennessee border. There wasn’t much noteworthy about the trip;
mostly I remember it being busy with rush hour traffic going to factories that seemed to be located out in the middle of nowhere in the
country. [There are an amazing number of rural factories in the South, particularly in Kentucky. These are almost all very new,
and I suppose companies from the north or from overseas bought cheap land in locations where they wouldn’t be getting
complaints from the neighbors.]
I’ve been to Tennessee a number of times now, but I can’t say I like it much better with experience. One thing that’s hard to
get past as a visitor is the state’s horrible road network. Another is the settlement pattern, that makes it seem like the whole state is
urban—even in the most remote farmland and fields. It’s about 120 miles across Tennessee on US 45, and I basically drove down a
suburban street the whole way. There are few places where the development is really dense (really the only place is in Jackson, which
is a true city), but you’re never more than a hundred yards or so from the next home or business. I literally could not tell where one
town ended and the next began. I really hate places like that. Being a Midwesterner with New England roots, to me town should be
town and country should be country. This half-and-half stuff is for the birds. [That is what virtually all of Tennessee is like. It
seems as if it could be a pleasant place, but it’s hard to get past all those run-on towns.]
Things couldn’t have changed more abruptly at the Mississippi line. I was welcomed to the Magnolia state by a few miles of
truly rural forest and a lovely limited access four-lane highway. I’ve always been amazed that the poorest state in America has some of
the best roads. I don’t know how they do it [it helps, of course, that the climate makes for easy maintenance], but we could all take
lessons.
The hotel bagel was less than filling, so I stopped at a Waffle House in Corinth, Mississippi for breakfast. I had a wonderful
breakfast (perfectly cooked ham and eggs, with “chunked and covered” hash browns and outstanding coffee), but the experience was
fascinating. First, I got the feeling they were expecting the health inspector or a visit from the home office. All the employees seemed
to be walking on eggshells, and they were overly nice to any unfamiliar customers (e.g.: me). Adding to that, my waitress was a
trainee. I’d guess her a high school drop-out, though she might have been just slightly older than that. She was pleasant, if not too
bright, and she looked remarkably like the younger daughter on Roseanne. Training her was a large Black woman who would fit
anyone’s stereotype of “mammy”. The young girl made a few trainee mistakes. As I said, though, she was pleasant, which makes up
for a lot of deficiencies in any service job. Whatever she did, though, it was never good enough to please the trainer. Indeed, the older
woman scolded me for not snapping at the young waitress myself and she kept cautioning the girl that other customers would not be
nearly so understanding. I left a substantial gratuity for the girl, and I do hope they don’t split their tips.
On the topic of tips, I read an article in a newspaper I picked up today that was advising travelers on what was appropriate to
leave in various situations. Like many such articles, they suggested 15% when in doubt. They cautioned, though, that it was standard
to tip 20 or 25% in “better restaurants”, while 10% might be sufficient in a dive like the Waffle House. If I may rise on my soapbox, I beg
to differ. If anything, I’d reverse the suggested tips in those two types of restaurants. The women who work in coffee shops have at
least as hard of a job as the gentlemen who work at the Ritz. Their tip, though, is based on a smaller tab. Fifteen percent of a $30
dinner is a fair chunk of change, and 20% would be to my mind overly generous. On the other hand, 15% of a $5 breakfast is
practically nothing, and 10% would be laughable. I can understand raising the tip if there are numerous employees among whom a
gratuity is split, but if it’s one server, there’s no reason to stiff the poor girl at the diner just because of where she works. Having said all
that, I’d really prefer we join the majority of the world in paying service workers a living wage and then banishing tipping to history.
After breakfast I set off east on US 72, another lovely four-lane through the forest. Before long I crossed into Tishimingo
County, a place I remember hearing about in graduate school. One of my professors had come from the county seat of Iuka (eye-YOOkuh), and he repeatedly described the place as remote beyond belief. It’s quite likely that in the era he was there it was truly remote.
This is quite near the “red neck hills” of Alabama that I described in my journal from grad school a decade ago. Without the four-lane
and the accompanying influx of cross-country traffic, extreme northeast Mississippi would probably be very isolated indeed. It’s far from
urban even today. The terrain is very rugged, much more the Appalachian foothills than the Mississippi delta [and about as unlike the

rest of the state as could be imagined]. The woods are dense and dark in the way that only Southern forests seem to be. The towns
are few and far between, and when the highway passes one, all you really see is a convenience store or two. Even Iuka has only 3100
people, barely enough to support a Wal-Mart. There aren’t a lot of billboards, and those that do line the road advertise services for
visiting hunters. The road moves a lot of traffic, though. This is the shortest route from Memphis to Atlanta, and the truckers never
waste a mile. It reminded me a lot of the trans-Canada cutting through the Canadian Shield in northern Ontario, with lines of semis
making their way through rugged woods. [This route, all the way from Memphis to Huntsville, is scheduled to be upgraded to
interstate status. The Mississippi stretch is essentially built to interstate standards already; they just need to change the
signs.]
Things flattened out a bit at the Alabama line, but the road became significantly worse. It was still four lanes, but it looked as if
it hadn’t been maintained in decades. This region of northwest Alabama is called “the Shoals”. According to Dictionary.com (I wonder
what it cost them to get that domain name), “shoal” comes from old English and is related to the word “shallow”. Basically the word
means “sandbar”. My bet is that the shoals marked the extent of navigation on the Tennessee River, which flows through here. There
are any number of shallow streams in the area, though, many of them choked with sandbars—so I suppose the name is fitting. It’s a bit
flatter here than in the neighboring area of Mississippi, and the vegetation is scrubbier. No one is likely to call the region beautiful, but it
is attractive in a rustic sort of way.
I stopped for gas at a very rustic gas station in the middle of nowhere near Barton, Alabama. Then I drove east a ways further
and turned off into the town of Tuscumbia. Tuscumbia looks exactly like an old Southern town should look [and has a name that only
a Southern town could have]. The place is immaculately kept, with stately homes on enormous lots along tree-lined streets.
Downtown has traded “real” businesses for dance studios and brokerage houses, but it is still active and well kept. The center of town
is a classic courthouse square that looks like it belongs in an old movie. Tuscumbia comes across as refined an elegant, quite a
contrast from the surrounding rural area.
My
purpose
for
stopping
in
Tuscumbia was to see Ivy Green, the home of
Helen Keller. Until I started planning for this
trip, I hadn’t known that Keller was from
Alabama. She was; in fact she is the subject
of the Alabama state quarter. Her childhood
home still stands on part of what appears to
have once been a farm at the north end of
Tuscumbia. I basically toured the house twice.
First I saw things on my own, then a second
time with a syrupy daughter of the
Confederacy guiding me around. The house
itself is really nothing much. It’s a small and
simple Victorian [or old ranch house] with
minimal but authentic furnishings. A family
with young children was visiting when I was,
and the children remarked at just how simple
everything was. I’m sure it would be startling
for someone who grew up with videogames
and computers to see a home without electric
lights—not that lighting would matter to a blind
person, of course.
Much more interesting than the house
itself was the grounds.
The center of
Ivy Green (Helen Keller’s home) – Tuscumbia, Alabama
everything is the famous well where Anne
Sullivan, the so-called “miracle worker”, made her breakthrough by teaching Keller to associate the feeling of flowing water with the
letters of the manual alphabet that spelled W – A – T – E – R. It’s just an old country well, but it was fascinating to see. We also saw
Sullivan’s residence, an out building that may well have been slave quarters in antebellum times (though we weren’t told its history). As
with most of the things I’d see on this trip, it wasn’t something I’d detour to see again, but it was fascinating to visit once.
I headed northeast from Ivy Green past the Helen Keller Memorial Hospital and through a modern suburban area in
neighboring Muscle Shoals, another of those oddly-named places I’ve always noticed on the map. [I always wonder if other people
notice strangely named places. I always do, and it’s kind of satisfying whenever I happen upon a place I remember seeing in
the atlas as a kid.] Unlike most of the South’s suburban strips, which can be very seedy, this was remarkably well kept. I stopped to
browse at a Dollar General Store, where I was the only customer. I made an impulse purchase when I saw 12-inch box fans for sale. I
bought a fan that size at a Walgreen’s store in Iowa City back when I was in college, and it was one of the best purchases I ever made.
It’s the perfect size to fit in a double-hung window, and it moves a lot of air around without feeling like a hurricane. After a decade and a
half of good service, the Walgreen’s fan gave up the ghost. For years I’d been looking for a replacement, but nobody seemed to sell
them. All the box fans were huge, the sort of thing you’d set on the floor, while small fans invariably had bases and usually rotated;
simple window fans seemed a thing of the past. [I suppose that’s because so few homes these days have double-hung windows.
Without a place to put them, window fans serve little purpose.] They had them at Dollar General, though, and I snapped up two.
They’re not as well made as the old Walgreen’s fan (what is these days?), but they serve the same purpose. [I’ve actually taken
those fans to my room at school, which is an oven even in winter. The fans circulate a bit of air without making the room
sound like a blender.]

I was running low on cash, so I stopped at an ATM in Muscle Shoals. It was ultra-modern, offering far more services than
simple banking. After a bit of contemplation, though, I managed to figure out how to use its most simple features, and I left with a few
more bucks in my pocket.
I followed highway 72 eastward through a semi-urban stretch that reminded me of the never-ending towns in Tennessee.
Things became truly urban at Decatur, where the highway cut straight through the city and crossed the vast Tennessee River on an
enormously high bridge. The bridge was made in sections, with metal connectors between them. Many of those connectors were bent
out of alignment, and some of actually bumped on the bottom of my car as I drove across the bridge.
Past Decatur highway 72 becomes Interstate 565, a vast elevated monstrosity that has to be the legacy of some important
Congressman. 565 starts as four lanes but rapidly grows to as many as twelve as it runs the seventeen miles from Decatur to
Huntsville. The highway basically goes nowhere other than Huntsville, a place smaller than Des Moines. Even at rush hour 565 didn’t
seem terribly busy, and two months later I’m still pondering why they needed so many lanes. The car sounded noisy as I drove up 565.
However, they had recently resurfaced the highway, so I couldn’t really tell if the problem was with the road or with my car. It seemed
to drive fine, so I just kept going.
At one time in the not too distant past Huntsville
was a sleepy little market town for cotton plantations,
probably not unlike Tuscumbia. Today, though, it’s about as
distant from the old South as Boston or New York. Modern
Huntsville was built by and for the space program. Right
after World War II, the military was looking for an out of the
way place where they could safely test rockets and
munitions. They found Huntsville and constructed the
Redstone Arsenal south of town.
NASA built its
headquarters at the arsenal in the ’50s, and the missiles that
launched the Mercury astronauts into space were called
Redstone rockets. NASA and associated military agencies
are still by far the biggest employers in town, and the signs
at the edge of town welcome you to “Rocket City, USA”.
Even the baseball team Brad plays for is called the Stars in
honor of the space program. Huntsville’s premier tourist
attraction is the U.S. Space and Rocket Center, the largest
space museum outside the Smithsonian. It’s hard to miss
the rocket center when you drive into Huntsville on the
Apollo lander, with rocket behind it
interstate. Huntsville is a sprawling, low-rise city; its only
U.S. Space and Rocket Center – Huntsville, Alabama
real “skyline” comes from a collection of rockets that tower above the NASA parking lots at the west end of town.
As I exited for the rocket center, I could tell it was my car, not the highway, that had a problem. It sounded as if I had no
muffler at all. Indeed, I was reminded of an old commercial jingle that continues to go through my head as I write this:
Shake, scrape, thunder, rattle, boom, boom, BOOM—
Don’t worry, call the Car-X man.
I chugged and rattled along and made my way into the nearest visitors’ lot at NASA, said a little prayer for making it there okay, and
then decided I might as well see things before worrying about the car.
I had budgeted pretty much the whole afternoon to visit the rocket center, far more time than was really necessary. It’s an
interesting museum, but it’s not really all that large. There’s a lot more NASA-related stuff in Washington (where admission is free, as
compared to the steep charges they have here), and most of the stuff they have here can also be seen in other NASA facilities such as
those in Houston and Gulfport. I expected headquarters to be bigger and better, but it really wasn’t all that special.
What would be fun to do here, if I had both the time and money, would be to go to Space Camp. The rocket center offers
camps for both children and adults, which give ordinary mortals the opportunity to experience what it’s like to be an astronaut. What
they’re really doing, of course, is getting double use out of the facilities they use to train astronauts, but there’s certainly nothing wrong
with that. For now, though, space camp will remain just a dream. Even a week-long camp charges fees equivalent to a full semester’s
college tuition.
When I finished doing the rocket center, I returned to my car. It started up fine, but again was noisy as all get out. I could also
smell exhaust coming in through the vent, so I knew something was seriously wrong. Muffler-less cars really aren’t that uncommon
down South, though. While I felt incredibly conspicuous as I drove along, I suspect the only thing that stood out to the locals was my
Yankee license plate.
Iowa plates would certainly stand out in Alabama, where virtually every license plate is local. There are a variety of styles of
Alabama plates, offering drivers the opportunity to subsidize a variety of charitable causes (including public schools, of all things). It’s
the main plate design that’s strangest of all, though. The plates are red, white, and blue, in a format similar to South Dakota plates.
There top is littered with what seem to be shooting stars, and across the top are the words “STARS FELL ON”. The new motto
replaced the old “HEART OF DIXIE,” which some people apparently thought was racist. I did a bit of research before righting this, and
apparently “Stars Fell on Alabama” is the title of a Frank Sinatra song. [Apparently it was a jazz standard for a couple decades

before Sinatra co-opted it.] For the life of me, though, I still don’t know what it’s supposed to mean. I even checked the lyrics on a
website, and there it appears “stars falling” was a ‘40s euphemism for “making love” or at least passionate closeness (not unlike the
expression “her kiss made me see fireworks”). [The actual words are:
I never planned in my imagination,
We lived our little drama,
A situation so heavenly,
We kissed in a field of white,
A fairy land where no one else could enter,
And stars fell on Alabama last night.
And in the center—just you and me.
I can’t forget the glamour,
Your eyes held a tender light,
And stars fell on Alabama last night.

My heart beat like a hammer,
My arms wound ‘round you tight,
And stars fell on Alabama last night.]

That’s an interesting literary device, but hardly what I’d expect on the license plates of a state where a judge posts the Ten
Commandments in his courthouse. I’m going with the theory that they’re just celebrating some big meteor shower.
The main north/south drag in Huntsville is called Memorial Parkway, and it’s one of the strangest roads I’ve seen anywhere.
For most of its length this incredibly busy highway is divided into two sections. The inner parkway is six lanes that are mostly elevated
and limited access. [Beneath it is mostly parking.] About every half mile the right lane becomes “exit only” and abruptly heads down
to the outer parkway, twin access roads with one-way traffic on each side of the main parkway and constant U-turns heading under the
main road. Further south the parkway narrows to six total lanes, with businesses right along the street. There frequent and badly-timed
stoplights. The jammed-up traffic from the stoplight portion backs up onto the limited access portion, making the whole thing one big
bottleneck.
I crawled about seven miles south, until I came to the Huntsville Econolodge. At check-in I asked the desk clerk if there was a
muffler shop nearby. It wasn’t Car-X I ended up going to, but the clerk did direct me to a Midas outlet a couple miles north on the
parkway, right next to the stadium where Brad’s team played. I dumped my luggage in Room 134 and quickly made my way back north
amid a deafening roar.
I was expecting the worst when I pulled into Midas. First, it wouldn’t have surprised me if they weren’t able to even look at the
car until tomorrow at he earliest. Then, since I know nothing about cars, I was certain they’d milk me for as much money as they could
get. [I absolutely hate dealing with car repairs; I always expect the worst.[ Midas pleasantly surprised me, and having had a
positive experience at the Midas in Huntsville, I’d go to another of their locations if I should have a problem in the future. [Actually I
never have been to another Midas shop (mostly because their standard service is severely overpriced), but my image of them
is still positive.] When I explained that I was from out of town, they went out of their way to make room for me in their schedule.
Within half an hour they had the car in the garage, and in another fifteen minutes they had a diagnosis. It apparently wasn’t the muffler
at all, but rather the catalytic converter. The service manager said it appeared that something had hit the converter (I’m betting the
joints on that weird bridge in Decatur) and cracked it. I had noticed “catalytic converter replacement” on their price list, given as
“starting at $239”, so I gritted my teeth and prepared to max out my credit card. The service manager explained, though, that they
didn’t have a catalytic converter for a Metro in stock, so they couldn’t replace it. What he suggested instead was that they weld the
existing converter. He assured me that the mend would get me home, and it would likely last for the life of the car. The cost was a
pleasant surprise—just $30, tax included. Within another half hour I was on my way, with my wallet not even that much lighter.
The car was noticeably quieter when I left Midas; indeed, it was the quietest it had been in years. There was another problem,
though—the gear shift. My car has never shifted the way it should. Basically it has never liked shifting into second gear, either up from
first or down from third. Except on steep hills, that has never really been much of a problem. I’ve learned to adjust, and while it’s
probably not ideal for the transmission, I’ve never had much of a problem with it. After the catalytic converter service, though, the car
didn’t seem to like much of any gear. I had to really fight to get into third and fourth gear, and at one point I was all but stuck in neutral
while heading down the middle of Memorial Parkway in heavy traffic. I managed to force it into gear, but pictured even more service
problems ahead. I think what happened was that in the process of moving the car from the parking lot to the garage, the Midas people
had forced the car into second, something it just doesn’t want to do. That had tightened up everything. I was hoping that when things
cooled down, it would get back to normal. Only time would tell.
[My car has about a hundred thousand more miles on it now, and—knock on wood—it’s still going. The welded
catalytic converter hasn’t given me a problem (except that the “check engine” light is always on, which is always true if
there’s anything irregular with that part). I have, however, since replaced the muffler—twice. The local Chevy dealer told me
that this is due to a problem with the transmission linkage on manual shift Metros. The gear shift cable is mounted right on
top of the exhaust train, and it rubs against the muffler every time you shift. I literally wore a hole in my muffler just from
changing gears. The gear shift, by the way, did settle down to normal before long. Today I continue to have trouble shifting
into second, a problem that is always worse when the car is hot then when it has been resting overnight.]
I made my way back to the motel and rushed inside my room to use the bathroom. There I noticed a problem I hadn’t seen
when I just set my stuff down earlier. The tub was filled with dirty water, and the drain mechanism didn’t seem to work. I rushed back
to the office to explain the problem. They had changed shifts, and the new employee was significantly less pleasant than the old man
who had checked me in. I managed to switch rooms, though, this time to 118. I moved all my stuff down to the new room, which was
smaller, but clean and perfectly adequate.
I settled in and just relaxed in the air conditioning for about half an hour. Then I walked next door to a Shell station where I
bought the local newspaper and a two-liter Pepsi in a very unusual bottle [almost cone-shaped] I could add to my collection. I relaxed
some more and then headed off to the stadium.

I had written Brad before I left to let him know I was coming. When I saw his parents in Beloit, they assured me that he was
expecting me and would be leaving tickets for me. Because of that I really had budgeted money for food, but not really for anything
else at the ballpark. That made it annoying when I turned off the parkway and almost immediately had to fork over $4 for parking. It’s
not like charging for parking is unusual at ballparks (Beloit’s free lot was really the exception), but it is an irksome expense [not nearly
so irksome, though, as paying $20 for parking in Milwaukee when I got a “free” ticket after Brad made it to the majors]. It was
even more annoying when I got to the “will call” window and found that there was no ticket in my name. I faked a smile as I forked over
another $8 for a front row seat on the third base side, just down from the dugout. [This would be the one and only time I’d have
issues with comp tickets in Huntsville. The problem there was minor compared to endless problems I’d have over the years
when Brad played at Principal Park in Des Moines—which has just about the most annoying will call policies anywhere.]
Tonight’s game was scheduled for 7pm. I had left the motel at 6:00, so I assumed I’d have plenty of time to explore the
stadium before the start of the game. Imagine my surprise, then, when I walked in the stadium and found things already underway. It
turned out that this was a double-header, with the first game the completion of a game that was suspended a month earlier. Apparently
the Stars were already down by eight runs when the game was called for rain, after just one inning. They started at 6pm tonight so they
could complete all nine innings of the suspended game and then play an abbreviated seven-inning version of the game that had been
scheduled for tonight. [It was probably the doubleheader that involved exchanges from earlier tickets that screwed up my
comp ticket.]
The first game had been started before Brad joined the team, and the manager chose to continue with the players who had
started it. That meant Brad was in the dugout, just as he had been when I saw him in California. The game was dull, with neither team
doing much of anything. In the bottom of the ninth, Brad was on deck as a pinch hitter with the Stars still down by eight runs. The
batter ahead of him popped out to end the game, so Brad never did come to the plate.
Brad waved me down by the dugout after the game, and we chatted a while. He said he’d be playing leftfield in the second
game. The Brewers were trying him out in the outfield, hoping that he might be able to adapt there which would allow both him and
Prince Fielder to progress through the ranks without competing with each other. Brad said the outfield was certainly different, but he
mostly liked it there. The team had apparently been pleasantly surprised with his defensive play. They’d expected that a guy his size
would be very slow and might have trouble catching pop flies. He’s impressed people with his speed, though, and that’s the reason
they felt he, rather than Fielder, might be able to handle the change of position.
Brad described the difference between High Desert and Huntsville as being like night and day. The High Desert Mavericks
were one of the worst teams in baseball. They literally had the worst record of any minor league team this year, and they were
threatening to break an all-time losing record. Huntsville, on the other hand, was contending for a pennant. (In fact, they’d go on to win
the division championship and make it all the way to the final game of the Southern League World Series.) In Adelanto, Brad said, the
came to work each day hoping they wouldn’t lose; in Huntsville they expected to win. The whole atmosphere in the locker room was
different, and he was obviously liking things much better here than in California.
The Huntsville team should be good. About three-fourths of minor leaguers never reach AA ball, and of those that do roughly
half will make the big leagues some day. The Huntsville team is better than that, though. Milwaukee had pretty much stacked this
team, placing most of their best prospects together. Almost all the Stars players stand a legitimate chance of making it to “the show”,
and down the road I’ll be looking for names like Mike Jones, David Nolasco, Mike Adams, Corey Hart, J.J. Hardy, Dave Krynzel, Kade
Johnson, Brandon Gemmoll, Chris Barnwell, and—of course—Brad Nelson.
[Of those J.J. Hardy is really the only one who went on to be truly successful in the majors—at least to date. Brad’s
best friend in baseball, J.J. would move rapidly through the ranks and become the Brewers’ MVP. He was definitely the best
known person on hand when he served as a groomsman at Brad’s wedding a year ago. The Brewers would later trade J.J. to
Minnesota, and he’s been less successful as a Twin. Several other people on this team would play briefly in the majors (both
in Milwaukee and elsewhere), but none was a stand-out. Probably the biggest disappointment from Milwaukee’s point of view
is Mike Jones. The #1 draft pick the same year Brad was drafted, Jones has cost the Brewers about $6 million so far, but he
has let to make the big leagues.]
Even though Brad was the Milwaukee system’s player of the year last year, he was definitely at the bottom of that list this year
in Huntsville. While he was very much an important part of the team, he was still recovering from the surgery and just hadn’t been
hitting that well. That was obviously frustrating to him, but he knew part of baseball was getting beyond slumps and looking at things
from a long-term perspective. Looking at statistics, Brad’s 2003 season was a disaster. Hopefully, though, he salvaged some good—
like learning a new position—out of it, and he’ll be back where he wants to be next year.
Besides being with a winning team, there were other things Brad liked about the promotion to Huntsville. One thing was that it
paid more—though minor league ball is still a very low-paying career. [Even major league benchwarmers earn more in a single
game than most minor leaguers earn in a month.] Also on the plus side were the road trips. In California the team saved money by
not staying overnight for most of their away games. Instead they’d be like a high school team, playing their games and then returning
home by bus late at night. In the Southern League, every away game [even to nearby destinations like Birmingham and
Chattanooga] meant a real road trip with overnight stays in decent hotels and a food allowance to buy restaurant meals. There was
even a booster club here that packed snacks for the players before they set out on the bus. …
I asked Brad how the heat here compared with California. It was cooler, but far more humid here than in High Desert. [There
were times, though, when Alabama could actually be hotter.] Both places, though, it was usually pleasant baseball weather at
night. (In fact, after a miserable day, this turned into a lovely evening.) Day games in both places were sheer hell, though. (He didn’t

use those exact words, but…) [While many fans love them, players almost universally hate day games. Not only is it often
uncomfortable to play by day, but the timing totally screws up the players’ daily routine.]
We talked for about fifteen minutes before Brad had to leave to join his teammates. He assured me that the second game
would be just seven innings and said he’s be back to visit afterwards.
There was at least another half hour before the nightcap would begin, so I explored the stadium. Cavernous is probably the
best word to describe Joe Davis Stadium. It dwarfs all the A-ball fields I’d been to, and it’s easily bigger than AAA Sec Taylor in Des
Moines. [It actually seats about 2,000 less than Des Moines, but the design makes it seem larger.] The place was actually built
as a football stadium, and apparently they still play high school football here in the fall. Like all multi-purpose stadiums, that makes it
very lop-sided for baseball. The right field wall is quite close in [the width, rather than the length of the football field], while it seems
like a mile to center or left. There’s also far more foul area than at most ballparks. The radio announcer calls Joe Davis “where foul
balls go to die”, because so many fouls that would be in the stands at other parks are caught for outs here.
The stadium is truly enormous, far larger than it needs to be. The program says it seats over 10,000 people, but I’d guess less
than one-tenth that number were in attendance today. (The “official” attendance was around 1500, but as in California, I suspect that’s
really the season ticket base.) According to the radio announcer on fireworks nights or big giveaways the biggest crowds are in the
8,000 range, and they feel they do well if they fill the lower deck—which would be 5,000.
No one gets a cheap home run at Joe Davis Stadium. Not only is there all that space, but it’s darn near impossible to hit a ball
out of the park. Many stadiums, including most of the big league parks, have a single outfield wall from six to eight feet high. Here
there are no less than three levels of giant billboards circling the whole outfield. It takes a mammoth blast to clear them. No one would
hit such a shot while I was here, but in a couple weeks Brad would get his first Southern League homer by clearing a cell phone
billboard in left field. When I listened to the game on the internet, the radio announcer described the location. Having been in the park,
I knew just how impressive a hit it was.
They have fairly decent concessions at Joe Davis. The prices seemed a bit steep (particularly after being gouged for parking),
but they had a nice variety of tasty food. [They’re actually fairly typical AA prices, quite a bit less than they charge in AAA Des
Moines.] Most enjoyable were cheesesteaks almost identical to what I had had in Philadelphia. They also had enormous beverage
cups [that’s an understatement—they’re truly immense], so one drink would likely last you all through a game.
The ushers at Joe Davis are kind of snotty. In most minor league parks they don’t really have ushers, and those that do are
usually pretty friendly and casual—especially in places that never come close to selling out. Here, though, they didn’t want you
wandering into any section other than where your ticketed seat was. It made me wonder whether if they were a bit friendlier about
things, they might draw a few more fans. [Des Moines has those same ushers. I suppose they don’t want people who have paid
for season tickets in good seats (even though they never use them) to feel they are getting short-changed). They do leave a
bad taste with the casual fans, though.]
Game 2 started, and I was impressed when Brad got a hit early in the game and reached on an error in his next at bat. I can’t
speak for his skills in the outfield, because he literally didn’t have any chances all night long. Not many balls left the infield, and those
that did went straight to right. Brad would always move quickly toward where a ball was hit, but each time he’d stop as someone else
fielded it. [Brad would eventually play all the corners—first, third, left, and right—in various AA, AAA, and MLB games. He
surprised almost all the “experts” by doing a respectable job at all four positions. He wasn’t an outstanding fielder (certainly
not someone who made everything look effortless), but he got put-outs when he needed to and had very few errors.]
While Brad got an early hit, his average would fall tonight as he came to bat and popped or lined out again and again and
again. The nightcap was scheduled to go seven innings, but at the end of seven things were all tied up. They stayed tied through eight
… then nine … then ten. The scoreboard only went to ten innings, so when they passed that mark, they cleared things off and started
over. It was still tied through the tenth inning … and the eleventh. Both teams scored in the twelfth, but the Stars ended up pulling off a
win. By this point pretty much no one was left in the park but me and the players, but I could still say the crowd went wild.
Both Brad and I were exhausted after twenty full innings of baseball, so we really didn’t talk much after the game. Brad did tell
me that he had put my name on the pass list, but apparently the date had gotten screwed up. He assured me there would be a ticket
waiting for me tomorrow. I thanked him, and he thanked me for coming. Then we went our separate ways.
I was pleased to find the gear shift was back to normal when I returned to my car. It apparently just needed to cool down and
rest. Everything still sounded okay, though from here on I’d be suspicious of every little rattle. I made my way back to the Econolodge
and collapsed in bed at about 12:30am. The day had been long and eventful, but mostly it had been good.

Wednesday, August 6
Huntsville, Alabama and Chattanooga, Tennessee
I had hoped to sleep in today, so needless to say I was up before 7:00. I munched a day-old Krispy Kreme doughnut [Krispy
Kremes are good fresh, but they really are dreadful after sitting], organized the luggage in my room, and then set off for the day. I
had debated whether I should just stay in Huntsville because of the car problems I’d had yesterday, but in the end I figured if the Midas
man said the fix would get me home, it ought to get me a few hundred more miles too.

I drove up the parkway in a glut of rush hour traffic, made more annoying by rain. I exited onto 565 and headed eastward
above downtown. Eventually the vast interstate narrowed to four lanes and switched its number back to US 72. The road was lined
with shiny new signs announcing that all four lanes should stop for school buses. [Up north it’s only the traffic on the side where
the bus is that has to stop.] They’d announced at the game last night that today would be the first day of school in Huntsville (another
incredibly early start), so I kept expecting to slam on the brakes as I sped along. While I saw several buses out this morning,
fortunately none of them stopped on the expressway.
Huntsville lies right at the foot of the Appalachian Mountains. It’s relatively flat west of here, but at the east edge of town the
highway climbs and climbs and climbs. The car did fine all through the climb, so whatever they fixed yesterday must have worked.
Once I finally got to the top of the grade, the highway followed what in the West they’d call a canyon, with the Tennessee River at the
bottom. It’s really beautiful country here—rugged tree-covered mountains separated by grassy valleys with the fast-rushing blue and
white river never far away. [While it’s not a place I’d ever care to spend a lengthy period of time, northern Alabama is honestly
one of the most scenic places in America.]
Even with a four-lane highway, this area looks very remote. Most of it is unsettled, and what homes there are mostly are
buried back in the woods. The occasional businesses are old and weather-beaten. Many are barely more than shacks. The most
common business on this stretch is “Vulcan”, a regional chain of ancient service stations based in Birmingham. [I’d later see more
modern Vulcan stations, but the ones on highway 72 really are relics of the past.] I did the Star Trek salute and thought of Mr.
Spock as I passed each one.
The rain kept coming and going as I drove along. Sometimes it just dripped lightly, while other times it poured to the point that
I could barely see the road. Fortunately traffic was light, so I didn’t have any serious problems. I kept wondering, though, how this
might affect my chances of seeing a ballgame tonight.
In about an hour and a half I was back in Tennessee, and I soon re-joined Interstate 24. I headed southward [though the
official direction of the interstate is east], nipping a corner of Georgia before heading back north into the outskirts of Chattanooga. I
took Exit 176 and followed Lookout Mountain Parkway to my first destination of the day.
You can’t drive in the South without seeing signs for Ruby Falls. This is sort of the Wall Drug of Dixie, a tourist attraction that
would likely be unknown if not for the power of advertising. Most of the signs just say “RUBY FALLS”. A few describe its merits, and
some also suggest you see its twin attraction, Rock City. I remember seeing Ruby Falls signs on the Gulf Coast a decade ago, and in
Tennessee and Alabama the billboards come literally every couple of miles. I had read about Ruby Falls before making this trip, and I
decided to check out what all the hype was about.
While it is without question a tourist trap, I’m glad I made the trip to Ruby Falls. What it basically amounts to is an enormous
privately-owned cave. The falls themselves are underground, deep within the cave. You take an elevator down from the top of Lookout
Mountain and then hike about half a mile underground to get to them. The cave is really quite interesting, and the falls themselves
(apparently the largest known underground falls on earth) are worth the trip.
I must say, though, that I’d have preferred it if Ruby Falls were a National Park Service property, rather than being privately
owned. The first problem is that the place is over-priced. It costs $13.95 just to do the cave tour, and they have various packages for
the surrounding attractions that go up and up from there. Then there’s the fact that they try to photograph all their visitors and sell them
their pictures before they leave. They did that when we took the boat to Alcatraz in San Francisco, and I thought it was stupid there too.
Here I flatly refused to do it, which prompted a bit of a scuffle with the photographer but no serious problems. Adding to the overly
commercial atmosphere is that there are gift shops everywhere. You buy your tickets in one gift shop, then you go through another gift
shop to get to the photographer. Past there is yet another gift shop before you hit the elevator to go to the cave. Once you finish the
tour, there’s two more gift shops before you’re back in the parking lot. There were a few interesting items for sale, but most of the stuff
was weird junk that didn’t even have anything to do with Ruby Falls or caves in general—things like Hummel figurines, miniature wicker
furniture, and crude jokes printed on T-shirts. [It reminds me of a line I once heard Andy Rooney say: There’s a reason they’re
called “gift shops”; there’s nothing there anyone would want for themselves.]
I was part of a group of about forty visitors. Groups that size leave every fifteen minutes, so it’s not hard to figure out just how
much money goes through their till in a day. Our guide was an elderly man named Chuck who apparently gives four tours a day. We
passed several other tours en route, and it was clear that Chuck was a far superior guide to most of the rest. The majority were college
boys who did little more than read the signs or say things like “this is a stalagmite”. Chuck gave us a good history of the place, he
described all the points of interest in detail, and he had a “good ol’ boy” banter that just made the visit more interesting. He also did a
good job of making everybody feel like part of the group without making anyone feel stupid—a very hard thing to pull off.
The group was really quite diverse. I did a double-take at the man right in front of me, who looked exactly like an adult student
I had taught at Iowa Lakes a few years back. It wasn’t that person (this guy and his wife were from Miami), but it surely could have
been his twin. Behind me was a family who lived in the city of Chicago very near the Clarion hotel I have often stayed at. Like me,
neither the parents nor the kids could believe that school was in session in the South. Chicago would have their earliest start date ever
this year, exactly the same time we were at Garrigan—but two full weeks after they did down here.
Others who stood out in group included a group of girls from Long Island in Moslem dress, a Hispanic family from Texas, a
couple from Seattle who were basically making out all through the tour, and a Black man from Chattanooga who said that “after all
these years I just had to see what the place was”. [It is fascinating everywhere how many people have never been to the
attractions near where they live.]

The cave reminded me of one of the first computer games ever written, the
Adventure Construction Set. Somewhere in my apartment I probably still have old sixinch floppy disks for the Apple II version of that game. The game was a text
adventure. As a player, you explored an underground world. You read through novellike descriptions, and at the end of each you were presented with a series of decisions
to make. You wrote your own adventure through the decisions you made. Different
decisions would take you to new rooms, each of which had different rewards or risks.
I’m not sure I ever did make it to the final goal of the game (I’ve never really had much
patience for computer games of any sort), but I enjoyed going through the virtual cave
and reading descriptions of all the wonderful underground rooms. The Ruby Falls
cave was like that. The underground trail is well-enough marked that you could
probably make your way back if you were separated from the group, but it still
provides a feeling of mystery and exploring the unknown. It gives the illusion that
something new and wonderful is unfolding around every corner. I’d never been in a
cave of any significant size before, and it was fascinating to see all the different rock
formations.
The falls themselves will certainly not challenge Niagara, but they are quite
interesting. It’s a very tall, but narrow and gentle waterfall that showers well away
from the cliff above and into a shallow pool. If it were outdoors, you’d expect to see a
Polynesian beauty bathing there in a movie. [Indeed, the falls I saw in Hawaii last
summer looked almost identical.] I expected from the name that there might be red
rock around it casting some eerie color upon the water. [That’s silly if you think
about it. Obviously deep underground it would be dark, providing no color
without artificial light.] In fact the name comes from the wife of the discoverer
(whom he later divorced, but who got the tourist attraction in the settlement). The falls
themselves are clear water, and the surrounding rock is probably gray limestone.
They train multicolored lights on the falls (another annoying aspect of having a
Rock column at Ruby Falls
privately-owned tourist attraction), but even the lights tend toward cool colors rather
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than red. [The lights made it difficult for a cheap camera to photograph the falls,
which is why the photo above is of the cave rather than the falls themselves.]
It was cool and humid underground, though not so clammy as I might have expected. When I re-surfaced an hour and a half
later, it was absolutely pouring outside. It was the sort of storm that separates the north from the south. We got that kind of rain when I
was growing up in Mt. Pleasant, but I don’t think I’ve ever seen it north of Iowa City. [I have since driven through that kind of rain
between Des Moines and Fort Dodge. Interestingly, that occasion was following watching Brad play baseball at Sec Taylor.] I
fought the rain back down Lookout Mountain and had a frightening drive along the interstate as trucks sped by literally blinding me with
sheets of water. Somehow I made it back to highway 72, where I was grateful to have less traffic so I could drive the speed I wanted.
I went south into Alabama just a few miles and then turned off on a county road. Along the main highway I saw only forest, but
the side road went mostly through farmland. I passed horse pastures and tobacco fields and neat white houses and country churches
that looked like the belonged in New England. I traveled about six miles on a series of county roads before reaching my next
destination, Russell Cave National Monument.
Russell Cave is a National Park Service property, and it has to be just about the least visited unit in the system. [There have
to be at least a dozen NPS sites I’ve said that about over the years—the most recent of them being Roger Williams National
Memorial in Rhode Island and Salem Maritime National Monument in Massachusetts.] It was right at noon, but I was the very first
person to sign the guest book today. The female ranger was far too helpful. She gave me an armful of brochures, insisted I see at
least one film (she’d have preferred I’d see two), and even offered to give a personalized tour of the tiny museum. She couldn’t seem
to believe that I had actually come here from Iowa and didn’t seem to find it a whole lot more believable that I had come up from
Huntsville.
The purpose of the national monument is basically to preserve a historic site. For millennia group after group of preColumbian peoples lived in the cave. Among them were those who later moved west and became the mound builders. The cave
continued to be used by both Indians and white people up until the time of the Civil War. It was then abandoned, and in the early 20th
Century most of its archeological treasures were plundered—explaining why there’s really almost nothing in the museum.
It struck me as a bit odd that in a monument named after a cave you couldn’t tour the cave at all. There’s a walkway built of
recycled plastic (incredibly slippery in rainy weather) that goes out to the entrance to the cave. [We just had snow over freezing rain
as I write this, and I distinctly remember the recycled plastic trail being very similar to walk on.] At the entrance they have a sort
of diorama set up with life-size figures of Indian people going about domestic life. It would be fairly easy to walk past the figures and
into the cave itself, but you’re not supposed to. That’s probably because the only employee here appears to be that ranger. She’s
pretty much tied to the visitors’ center (after all, they might have a second visitor at some point), so she can’t supervise visitors inside
the cave.
In addition to the milk jug walkway, they have a real trail that goes to the top of the mountain above the cave. I, of course,
followed the trail. [Given a chance to hike, I’ll pretty much always do it.] It fascinated me that while it was pouring rain, the dense
forest cover kept me perfectly dry the whole time. It was really just a walk through the woods, and at the top all I saw was the same
farming valley I had driven through to get here. It made a fun little hike, though.

I returned to highway 72 and headed west about half an hour to Scottsboro, the only real town between Huntsville and
Chattanooga. Scottsboro is a pleasant little town, but I was here to see its offbeat claim to fame: the Unclaimed Baggage Center. This
is exactly what its name implies. A company here buys up unclaimed baggage that airline passengers have written off as lost. They
open the bags, sort out all the treasures, and unload it all in what amounts to an enormous upscale second-hand store. The vast
clearance center is set up like a big department store, though the relative size of the departments is different than it would be at Sears
or Marshall Field’s. There’s not a lot of furniture or appliances, for instance (that anyone brought such things on a plane amazed me),
but the collection of CDs is exhaustive. There’s also aisle after aisle of small electronics: cameras, laptop computers, game boys, and
every kind of electric shaver imaginable. The jewelry department is extensive, and so is the book department. By contrast, there’s not
a lot of office supplies or domestics. They even have strange departments you wouldn’t expect, like a year-round collection of
Christmas supplies and a sporting goods section heavy on surfing gear.
Then there’s the clothes. If someone could wear it, they probably have it here. They’re especially well stocked with high- and
low-end clothes, precisely what different types of people wear when they travel. There’s rack on rack of Hawaiian shirts and shelf after
shelf of blue jeans. The women’s department has gowns a star could wear to the Oscars, and menswear has a full aisle of tuxedos.
Most of the clothes, though, are business wear. The one item I bought fit this category. I picked up a classic blue blazer identical to
what Garrigan’s athletes wear on dress-up days. [Things have gotten a bit more casual in the past few years. The football and
basketball players still wear ties on game days, but they almost never wear a jacket. A “blast from the past” that is apparently
back in style is the sweater vest, which lots of guys wear when they dress up for games.] It’s silk and wool, and it probably cost
well over $100 new. I paid $25 for an item that looked like it had barely been worn. [I still wear this blazer quite frequently. The
lining has begun to have some issues, but it still looks quite good on the outside.] That’s about the discount on most of the stuff
they sell here. Of course, from the store’s point of view, almost every dollar is pure profit. [That’s not strictly true, of course; they
do pay the airlines for the stuff (by the pound, apparently), and they have quite a bit of overhead.]
In an obscure corner of the store, they have a little museum with some of the stranger and more valuable items the Unclaimed
Baggage Center has come into possession of over the years. They include original paintings, a full set of elegant china, a complete
uncut sheet of hundred dollar bills, a wide variety of collectible weapons, and an enormous antique chair (“throne” would probably be a
better description) that I can’t imagine fitting into the hold of a plane.
I bought gas at a Citgo station across from the Unclaimed Baggage Center. Then I made my way back to the highway, where
I stopped for a mid-afternoon lunch. I chose Krystal, the Chattanooga-based chain whose miniature burgers resemble the White
Castles found in the north. I had three cheese krystals, some cheese fries, and a huge iced tea (“unsweet”, of course—I can’t stand
sugar in tea).
It was clear and bright when I left Scottsboro, and it remained sunny all the way back to Huntsville. That left me some hope
that the game scheduled for tonight might actually happen after all. It would really come down to whether they had a tarp on the field
and just how good their drainage system was. I figured in the South they’d be used to dealing with showers, so I made plans assuming
the game would go on—but prudently decided to call the stadium before I set off.
After relaxing a bit at the motel and jotting down the notes I used to write this travelogue, I called Joe Davis Stadium. While I
had held out hope, it wasn’t really a surprise that the game was a rain-out, even though there would be clear blue skies at game time.
Apparently they’d made the decision to cancel at 9am; those morning storms had flooded the field to the point that it couldn’t be
rescued. [I recall the person who I spoke with on the phone seemed to think I was stupid for even thinking there might have
been a game.]
This would have been the ideal time to try to get together with Brad. Unfortunately, neither of us knew how to contact the
other. … Brad had offered to give me his cell phone number at one point when he was in Beloit, but I really didn’t want him to feel like I
was intruding. [This is one place where Brad is definitely of a different generation than me. To me a cell phone is a very
personal thing, and it would definitely have been an intrusion to ask for his number. For Brad and most people his age,
though, giving out cell phone numbers really is no big deal.], and while I didn’t ask, I certainly wouldn’t have expected the team to
give out their players’ phone numbers to unknown callers. …
I was hungry, so I set out in my car looking for somewhere to eat. Nothing really jumped out at me, so I just kept driving. I
ended up going 15 miles south on highway 231 before I finally turned around and headed back. [I’d forgotten about this rather silly
drive. Trust me—there’s nothing of interest south of Huntsville.] I ended up having dinner at a Taco Bell less than a mile from the
motel. Then I went back and watched the Yankees and Rangers on TV, a reasonable substitute for the game I was missing.

Thursday, August 7
Huntsville, Alabama and Atlanta, Georgia
Today I purposely got up early. I showered and had another day-old Krispy Kreme and was on my way before 6:45am. I
headed north on the parkway and turned off on US 431. This drove past an enormous hospital complex and then made my way up a
long, twisty hill lined with elegant homes.
I got out of Huntsville fairly quickly, but I can’t say I ever really got out of town. That’s because highway 431 is basically one
big suburban strip all the way across the state. I chose this route because on a map it goes diagonally, as opposed to interstates 65
and 20, which make the legs of a right triangle. I’m pretty sure the interstates would have been shorter, though, since every time I got
up to speed on 431, I’d have to slam on the brakes for a stop light or slow down for yet another town.
The most scenic thing I passed this morning was Guntersville Lake, one of the TVA projects on the Tennessee River.
Guntersville and Albertville, on either side of the picturesque lake, are resort towns. Boaz also seems heavily touristed. It’s biggest
attraction looks to be an enormous outlet mall [where they’ve since opened a second location of the Unclaimed Baggage Center].
Atalla and Gadsden are just run-on cities.
Eventually I made it to Anniston, a city I’ve since heard and read quite a bit about. Anniston has been described as the most
toxic city in the United States. For decades they manufactured the highly-toxic chemicals called PCBs here. It’s now illegal to produce
or distribute PCBs, so they stored all the excess in a landfill that created an artificial mountain west of town. Apparently the chemicals
have been leaching out of the landfill, but the company that built it is now out of business—meaning there’s no money for clean-up. It’s
a lot like Love Canal was back in the ‘70s or Times Beach in the ‘80s. Even more interesting is that Anniston was chosen by the U.S.
government as the principal disposal chemical weapons that our country agreed to get rid of in a treaty (it is, after all, not just the Middle
East that had such weapons). They’re trucking down tons of warheads filled with gallons of lethal gases like Serin (the stuff a cult
released in the Tokyo subway a few years back). The stuff will be burnt up in a big incinerator here. The process is supposed to be
safe, but apparently a similar incinerator at a test facility in Utah leaked a substantial amount of toxins into the environment. That
wasn’t important in the middle of the desert, but it probably would be here in a major city.
TV and magazine reports make it sound as if all of Anniston might as well be called a toxic waste dump. Someone must have
forgotten to tell that to the 100,000 or so people who live here, though. Anniston looks pretty much like any other city. Much of it is
dumpy and decaying, but it’s certainly not abandoned. Thousands of people seem to go about their daily business here in pretty much
the same way that other people do elsewhere. I even did some checking myself, and while the rates of cancer and other diseases are
higher than the national average here, they are no higher than in other industrial cities and about the same as they are here in most of
Iowa, where we all breathe and drink the residue of farm chemicals. I don’t wish industrial pollution on anyone, but having been here,
the problem in Anniston doesn’t seem quite as dramatic as the media portrays it.
I stopped for breakfast in Anniston (yes I actually ate food in toxic waste central), at a place called Jack’s. Whenever I travel I
enjoy checking out local fast food places, and Jack’s fit that bill here. Jack’s looks like a lot of the newer Hardees restaurants, with
scooped ice cream as well as sandwiches. I had a ham biscuit, which I was hoping would be a lot like Hardees also. It wasn’t. What I
got was a very dry biscuit (Southerners seem to like biscuits dry), with a bit of shaved ham in the middle. No egg, no cheese—just ham
on a biscuit. I also ordered a large orange juice, and it took almost the whole drink to keep from choking on the biscuit. Believe me, I
won’t be returning to Jack’s any time soon. [I’d return to Jacks on later trips and find that their lunch/dinner menu was quite a bit
more appetizing than what they served at breakfast.]
Just south of Anniston I turned east on Interstate 20, which is a lovely road through the Talladega National Forest. Before long
I crossed the border into Georgia, and almost immediately I could tell I was getting to metropolitan Atlanta. I began seeing “Ride Share”
signs at Exit 9, and by the time I got to Exit 24 the interstate expanded to six lanes. Not long after that it grew to eight lanes, which
made traffic move steadily all the way through the suburbs.
My original plan was to drive to a park-and-ride lot just inside the Atlanta beltway, which is a good twenty miles in from the
edge of the suburbs and only about six miles from downtown. From there I would catch MARTA (Atlanta’s subway) to downtown and
then transfer to a bus. Since traffic was flowing smoothly, though, I decided I might as well drive all the way to my destination. That
was probably a wise decision. Traffic was even lighter in the city than out in the suburbs. I cruised down the Ralph Abernathy
Expressway and before I knew it was downtown. I just kept going straight, and a few minutes later I exited onto Moreland Avenue.
Moreland was full of stoplights, all of which seemed to be partway up a hill. With the gearshift problem in my car, that made things a bit
awkward. I made it up to Freedom Parkway [though], and before long I parked in the lot of my ultimate destination: the Carter Center.
Most people’s heroes or role models are athletes or entertainers. For me, my biggest hero is probably President Carter. I first
started being aware of government during Watergate, and Carter was a breath of fresh air after all of Nixon’s shenanigans. To this day
I’d say he is the only President I’ve been aware of who was truly honest and decent and who really cared about all the people. [I get
the same feeling about President Obama, though even those in his own party don’t seem to want him to succeed.] I’ve grown
to respect Carter even more since he left office. Rather than retiring to the golf course, President and Mrs. Carter have been almost
more active since they left the White House than they were while they lived there. Most of their work is based in the Carter Center,
which is technically part of Emory University, but functions as an independent educational and charitable agency.
They definitely spared no expense in building the Carter Center. I don’t know if the money that built it was public or private,
but there was definitely a lot of it spent here. My first reaction was that the manicured grounds and fountains were excessive and
unnecessary. When I thought about it, though, I realized that this place is used as a conference center by world leaders. There

probably has to be some sense of luxury to attract those people here to begin with. It’s not like someone who’s used to living in a
palace would exactly be in the mood to negotiate if you brought him to a big warehouse.
While there are many buildings at the Carter
Center, the only one I visited was the Presidential
Museum and Library.
Most (possibly all) expresidents have a government-run museum. Carter’s,
though, is certainly the best I’ve seen. [I actually
haven’t seem very many, and I don’t have much
desire to see a lot more.] It begins with a display on
the administrations of all the 20th Century Presidents,
with fairly neutral descriptions of how society was in
the era in which each one governed, the
accomplishments of each man, and the problems
each faced while in office. It was refreshingly free of
any political slant—with good and bad things said
about both the Democrats and Republicans
throughout the century. I think the point was to
establish the fact that there’s good and bad in every
Presidency; the good and bad of the Carter years
were contrasted in the rest of the museum.
One large gallery was entitled “Road to the
White House”. It traced Carter’s political history,
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starting with his election to the Sumter County School Board and ending
with the Presidency. A sub-section of that was an exhaustive collection
of memorabilia from the ’76 campaign. I’d almost forgotten those green
and white “Why Not the Best” posters, and it made me wonder why no
one since Carter has campaigned with any color other than red, white,
and blue. [Why Not the Best was actually the title of Carter’s first
book. The posters, as shown at left, carried the slogan “Leaders,
for a change” (something we could use today as well). They were,
however green, and no one seems to think non-patriotic colors can
work in campaigns nowadays.] I’d also almost forgotten that huge
campy smile that graced all of Carter’s campaign materials. I’m not sure
anyone before or since has had such a cheesy smile. [The poster
shown here actually carries one of the best pre-Presidential
pictures there is of Carter. Most look like a five-year old mugging
for the camera.]
Another gallery deals with the issues of the Carter Presidency.
I think that anyone (myself included) who complains about the issues of
the modern era should just take a look back in history. It doesn’t take
too long to see that the “good old days” were anything but that. On the
other hand, a lot of the problems we have today come from the fact that
we never really fully solved our problems twenty-five years ago.

Case in point: the energy crisis. I’m appalled at how little
progress we’ve made in that area. Energy was probably the number one
problem of the Carter Presidency. I remember setting the thermostat to
68o, driving 55, and sitting through church services with the lights
dimmed to save electricity. Everyone did their bit to save energy in the
‘70s, but after Carter left office we just went back to wasting it. Reagan,
Bush, and Clinton all pretended there was no energy crisis. The most
dire predictions of the ’70s may not have come true (I remember quoting
some “expert” in a paper as saying we’d exhaust world oil supplies by
2000), but the fact is that we’re using more energy than ever and we’re
more and more dependent on foreigners for that energy. In the ‘70s
people were embarrassed to be driving gas-guzzling station wagons;
today they don’t think twice about driving pick-ups or minivans that get
even worse mileage. Add to that all the new electronics our homes
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have—most of which suck power twenty-four hours a day—and the fact
that far more places are air conditioned than were a quarter century ago. Is it any wonder prices are so chaotic and we seem to be
forever at the mercy of the Middle East?
So what else was bad news in the ‘70s? The issues gallery also dealt with the decline of American industry (remember the
Chrysler bailout?) and the related decline of American cities (remember when New York went bankrupt?), the Three Mile Island nuclear
catastrophe, the Cold War and arms negotiations, and the issue that brought down Carter’s Presidency—the hostage crisis in Iran that
in many ways foreshadowed the problems we’re dealing with in the Middle East today.

There are, of course, some areas where we have made some real progress since the ‘70s. One of those is the environment,
and it’s President Carter who really got things started. There’s no question whatsoever that our air and water are cleaner today than
they were a quarter century ago. I wrote about some smog in California in an earlier travelogue, but things are still way better than they
were before—and that’s true everywhere, not just in California. I remember seeing serious air pollution in Chicago when I was a child,
while today there’s pretty much never [visible] smog there. It was also in the Carter years that recycling (like the Iowa beverage
deposit law) got started. It’s grown from there to the point that recycling is required in most places today and pretty much everybody
does it to varying extents. There are a lot of smaller signs of an improved environment, too. The number of endangered species is
going down, and even changes like letting the highway ditches go back to natural prairie is a positive step. The challenge today is to
keep going forward with the environment, rather than sinking back like we did with energy.
And that is a continuing challenge. Even as I write this, Hy-Vee and other grocers are trying yet again to get the deposit law
repealed or weakened. If they really are losing money on processing cans and bottles, then they should raise their prices appropriately.
I can’t imagine, though, with the prices they charge, that Hy-Vee could possibly be losing money on anything. Nevertheless, though,
every year they campaign for repealing the law. [They have succeeded in watering it down to the point where it is very
ineffective. Grocers are no longer required to accept cans for return in Iowa. In most towns you now have to take them to a
redemption center—which often has limited hours and can be awkward to get to. To be successful recycling needs to be as
easy as throwing things away.]
A large part of the issues gallery deals with what is probably Carter’s greatest accomplishment as President, the peace treaty
between Israel and Egypt. At the center of the display is the original treaty, typed in English, Hebrew, and Arabic on an old cloth-ribbon
typewriter with white-out over mistakes and changes. It’s a definite legacy to Carter, Sadat, and Begin that the peace has lasted well
beyond the leadership of all three men. Relations are still far from friendly between Israel and Egypt, but it’s still as close to true peace
as anything seems to get in that troubled part of the world.
The museum also includes an exact replica of the Oval Office, set
as it was when Carter occupied the White House. A tape in the background
explains the round-the-clock negotiations Carter made just before he left
office to see that the hostages in Iran were released safely. There’s another
room with displays on what it’s like to live in the White House. Yet another
displays the countless official gifts that leaders of other nations presented to
the Carters. Most of those gifts were pretentious and utterly impractical,
and they made me wonder what our Presidents give to foreign leaders in
return. Another large area is called the “Interactive Town Meeting”. Visitors
can select questions they’d like to ask President Carter at touch screens
around the room. The President’s rather long-winded answers (Carter
obviously never mastered the media “sound bite”) are shown on a big
screen TV at the front.

Oval Office replica at the Carter Center

One thing that disappointed me a bit was that there was almost
nothing about Carter’s work after leaving the White House. He’s both a
spokesman and an active participant in Habitat for Humanity, he’s become a
prolific author (largely on the topic of putting Christian faith into positive
action), and he’s served as a (usually unofficial) diplomat in countless
trouble spots around the world. This is a Presidential museum, though, and
the subject matter is pretty much limited to the Carter Presidency.

I left the museum, but there was still one more fascinating feature to see at the Carter center: the restroom. Signs in the
restroom explain the many ways in which it is a model for environmentally friendly facilities. The place is unlit until the doors are open,
when sensors turn on low-energy fluorescent bulbs. Like many modern restrooms, the sinks have no faucets. Instead sensors note
when your hands are there, and water sprays on them automatically. The toilets are low-flow models, and they also flush automatically.
Strangest, though, are the urinals. These use no water or chemicals whatsoever, yet somehow they manage not to smell at all. The
sign attempted to explain how they work, but I really didn’t understand it. I assume they must be extremely expensive, or we’d probably
see them elsewhere.
I had visited Atlanta in 1990 and saw many of the “must see” sights, so today pretty
much all I visited was the Carter Center. I headed back out I-20 and stopped for gas and
lunch (Subway ham and cheese) at a Flying J truck stop on the outskirts of the area at Exit
19. Then I drove on through the woods to Pell City, Alabama, where I turned north on U.S.
231.
Something that amused me while driving today was the Alabama and Georgia state
highway signs. Both states use signs in the shape of their state, and those shapes are close
to being mirror images of each other—though Alabama has a tiny “tail” at the bottom, while
Georgia doesn’t. The signs are designed to hold a two-digit highway number comfortably.
There’s a lot of white space on single-digit numbers, and for triple-digit highways they expand
the size of the sign, so it looks like the state is grossly overweight—probably from too much
grits and fried chicken.
Alabama is one of those states where the interstates are fine, but the secondary

Website image of a 3-digit
Alabama highway sign
(This particular route
runs through Huntsville.)

roads are horrible. 231 is a perfect example of that. It’s a long-distance road, running from central Indiana to the Florida panhandle,
but Huntsville is the largest city on its path. It’s the round-about way to everywhere it goes in Alabama, and no one who knew better
would take it. I, of course, didn’t know better. On the map it looked like a pretty straight shot from the interstate up to Huntsville. The
map doesn’t show that it curves around the contour of every hill in the state or that it literally goes around three sides of the town square
in every town it passes through. For much of the way I was stuck behind a slow-moving smelly old car, which meant that even though
the route was scenic, it was far from a pleasant drive. Scenic, though, it definitely was. The area around Oneota and Cleveland is truly
mountainous, and while the road is not one to make time on, the scenery really is spectacular.
Eventually I made my way north to Arab (AY-rabb), where the highway becomes four-lane for the final half-hour into Huntsville.
I relaxed in my room back at the Econolodge and watched Headline News on TV. [Something I really dislike is that this channel
essentially no longer exists. It has instead morphed into yet another talking heads (or more often shouting heads) news
channel—with lots of commentary but no headlines and very little real news.] Then around 5:00 I made my way back to Joe
Davis Stadium.
Brad had remembered to put my name on the pass list tonight, and I’m glad he did. It’s not that I couldn’t spare $8 for a “real”
ticket, but having the freebie allowed me to sit in a section I’d otherwise have never known was there. Section F is located right behind
home plate, and it is obviously reserved for complementary tickets. The bulk of the people here were the pitchers who were not playing
tonight and the players’ wives and girlfriends. There were also a few other friends and family members, but no “real” fans. You get a
whole different perspective on the game sitting in a place like that. [Most minor league parks have such a section—more often
two, one for the home team and one for the visitors. I’d become very familiar with the equivalent places in Omaha and Des
Moines on later trips. I’m not sure if there is an equivalent in the big leagues or not. There the “free” tickets aren’t truly free;
they are charged to the players who give them out. When Brad did give me a comp ticket in Milwaukee, it was an extremely
good seat (one I’d never have dreamed of paying for myself), but the people around me were just general fans.]
Sitting beside me tonight was the mother of one of the starting catchers (they have two catchers, who alternate games). I had
seen her son, Kade Johnson, play in California, where he was one of the top players on the team. Like Brad he had been struggling in
Huntsville. In fact, he was in a horrible slump—managing only one hit in the past two weeks. The mother seemed surprised that I was
actually cheering for her son, and she smiled when I mentioned a monster home run I saw him hit in Adelanto. We had a long chat
during the game, and it was interesting to get a parent’s take on things. Kade continued his hitless streak today, but he did have some
decent looking at-bats—and he’d go on to get some crucial hits in the league championship series a few weeks later. [I just did a web
search for Kade, and as far as I can tell he never advanced beyond AA. He apparently now lives in east Texas, where he runs
a for-profit youth baseball league, holds camps, and gives individual lessons. That’s a fairly typical career path for former
prospects.]
On the other side of me was Mike Jones, the Brewer’s #1 pick the year Brad was drafted. Mike is a pitcher. I’d seen him pitch
a couple of games in Beloit, where he honestly didn’t look that good. He had apparently done very well the first part of the season in
Huntsville, though; he was one of the key reasons the Stars were one of the top teams in the league. He had recently been injured,
though, and tomorrow morning he would be flying to Milwaukee for surgery. While Jones is a friend of Brad’s, I really can’t say my
impression of him was very positive. He seemed frankly stuck up—like he knew all too well that he was a top prospect. It also
bothered me that while he had come to the game with his girlfriend (the sort of blonde bombshell you’d expect to be the arm candy of a
guy with a multi-million-dollar signing bonus), he basically ditched her for most of the night while he went to “hang” with some of the
other players. I had quite a nice conversation with the girlfriend, but I’d think she’d rather have been visiting with the man she came in
with.
*****
[Jones … finally advanced to AAA in 2009, and his outings there were fairly mediocre.
Knowing Brad has given me the opportunity to meet a number of professional athletes, some of whom (like all-stars
J.J. Hardy and Joe Mauer and hall-of-famer Tony Gwynn, Brad’s boyhood idol) have been more successful than Mike Jones is
ever likely to be. I must say that most of the athletes I’ve met have been both polite and pleasant. Indeed most have been
anything but stuck up.]
Several of the other pitchers were much more pleasant to be around than Jones. What amused me, though, was that the
game that was going on down on the field was just about the furthest thing from their minds. Three of them spent most of the night
playing with a Gameboy. What game were they playing? … Needless to say, it was video baseball.
Seated directly behind me were a group of women who spoke mainly Spanish. One of them was the second baseman’s
girlfriend, while another was the wife of one of the pitchers who was playing tonight. There was also a girl from Venezuela who was the
wife of one of the players on the visiting team. Sitting with them was a middle-aged Hispanic mother and high-school daughter from
Huntsville who appeared to be friends with just about every Spanish guy on the team. The woman is a cook in one of the area high
schools, and she apparently puts on weekend buffets in her home for the players.

This section was also where the grounds crew and stadium workers congregated when they weren’t working. Mentioning
them reminds me that the grounds crew had some real problems painting the base lines before this game. The first base line looked
fine from the stands, but apparently something about it wasn’t to the umpire’s liking. They had to literally vacuum up the chalk and
repaint the whole stripe.

Brad Nelson on deck at Joe Davis Stadium – Huntsville, Alabama
(Note that the “real” fans are in Section D rather than Section F.)
There was, of course, a game happening—two games actually. They made up for last night’s rain-out with another
doubleheader. Brad’s played all of game 1 in left field. He did not start game 2, but he entered the game in the 7th as a pinch hitter and
then played in left after that. Once again no balls came his way, so I can’t really say how he’s doing as an outfielder. Both games were
basically pitching duals, with no one on either team doing particularly well at the plate. Brad managed one hit (in six at-bats, I think),
but he actually did better at the plate than most of his teammates. He managed to make contact every time; unfortunately, the ball
always seemed to go right to someone.
While there weren’t really any big plays in either game, the games were not really dull either. The Stars ended up winning
both, and the second game was the first win for David Nolasco, a pitcher from California who was promoted the same day as Brad.
Today was poster day at Joe Davis Stadium. The hospital I had driven past earlier had sponsored posters that were basically
collections of the baseball cards of the players on the team. Since he had joined the team late, Brad’s picture was not on the poster.
Nevertheless I had him sign my poster after the game. We talked briefly, but after another doubleheader we were once again both
tired. So we said our goodbyes and I wished him well with the rest of the season. Then I went back to the Econolodge one last time.

Friday, August 8
Huntsville, Alabama to Brunswick, Ohio
I was up fairly early again this morning. I got things packed up, checked out of the motel, and was on my way by 6:45. I
stopped briefly at a Krystal restaurant on Memorial Parkway for a bite of breakfast. I got a really tasty bacon, egg, and cheese biscuit,
some hashbrowns, and a Krystal travel mug (99¢) filled with rather tasteless coffee. [Krystal often has very good breakfasts, but
they can be quite inconsistent. Coffee in the south, with the exception of New Orleans, is universally bad.] The Krystal mug
has become my coffee mug at school this year. It certainly stands out, being probably the only mug from that southern chain in Iowa. [I
used the Krystal mug for quite some time. At one point, though (probably Christmas vacation), it got left for an extended
period with a bit of coffee in it. Mold grew in the mug, and it became unusable after that.]
I headed west past the space center on I-565, thankful that this time my car was substantially quieter. I then turned north on I65 and headed up to Tennessee. It was foggy this morning, and I was reminded of a program I’d seen on the Discovery that described
the worst auto accident in American history—a chain reaction where almost 100 cars crashed into each other on a foggy interstate in
Tennessee. [That was actually on I-75 north of Chattanooga. Much of the “fog” in that incident was actually thought to be

exhaust from a nearby paper mill. The incident led to new standards for design of new highways and safety signage and
lighting on older ones. It remains one of the deadliest crashes in U.S. history.] Fortunately it wasn’t that bad here, but there
were some places where visibility was a problem.
The worst part of the trip was following an extremely large mobile home that traveled just less than the posted speed limit
(70mph). It was quite a bit wider than a single lane of traffic, and on the winding interstate in fog, neither I nor much of anybody else
found many opportunities to pass. I was nearly to Nashville by the time I finally got around the rig.
About an hour and a half after leaving Huntsville I reached the start of suburban Nashville. There really wasn’t much way to
avoid hitting Nashville right at rush hour, and traffic was heavy for the next hour or so of my trip. The metropolitan area basically starts
at Exit 50— “Saturn Parkway” (named after the cars they make here) in Spring Hill, and it continues through the rather compact
downtown area and on to the northern suburbs. The six-lane finally gave out at Exit 108, less than half an hour from the Kentucky
border.
I stopped at Exit 1 in Kentucky at another Flying J truck stop. I bought gas and got some better coffee there. It was interesting
that while I was there they had some promotion trying to get people to buy motor scooters. A group of mostly middle-aged men were
demonstrating the scooters by racing around in front of the convenience store. The salesmen didn’t really seem the age group for
whom the scooters were intended, and they looked strange indeed doing donuts in the parking lot on an overgrown kid’s toy.
Kentucky has surprisingly good roads. [That is, the interstates are good; side roads in Kentucky tend to be awful.] I had
thought that last year when we came through the state on our way back from national quiz bowl, and this humble mountain state
surprised me again with its excellent highways. Large stretches of Kentucky’s interstates are six lanes, instead of four—even in very
rural areas. That makes traffic move efficiently, even with a large volume of trucks. Every year I-80 in Iowa gets more and more
crammed, and we’d do well to consider six-laning it too. [Many other areas of the country have frequent rural six-lanes, but none
of the Midwestern states ever seem to even consider that.]
Louisville is yet another of those run-on Southern cities. All of the sun belt cities seem to be dwarfed by their suburbs. The
map shows two different beltways ringing Louisville, but the urban area stretches a good ten miles south of the outer belt. [This is one
of my least favorite things about the South; it’s all suburban (my least favorite type of development), with pretty much no real
cities.] Before long I-65 was a massive ten-lane marvel of engineering that conveyed me far above the city. The highway really
seemed unnecessarily large. I don’t know for sure just how big Louisville is, but it didn’t really seem all that important. It looks a lot like
Cedar Rapids, though with probably three times as many suburbs. Even Omaha (three times C.R.’s size) doesn’t have ten-lane
highways, though. [Actually much of I-80 through Omaha is now that wide—and Omaha is another place that is basically a runon suburb in search of a city.] I wasn’t complaining; really I was just pondering how Kentucky gets the money for these highway
improvements while other states go without.
I followed I-65 to the very last exit in downtown Louisville and drove through a maze of spaghetti onto a much worse urban
freeway. Interstate 64 runs on an elevated structure right next to the Ohio River. There are three levels, one on top of the other. At the
very bottom is a city street that I would eventually end up on lined by railroad tracks on both sides. Above that are two lanes of
westbound interstate traffic, with the two eastbound lanes on the very top. The whole structure looks to date from the ‘50s, and I’d bet it
hasn’t had any serious maintenance since. They’d do well to just gut the whole thing and start over, but there’s really nowhere to put a
better freeway without leveling about half of a surprisingly vibrant downtown.
Fortunately I just went west about two exits and fairly quickly turned off the street at the bottom of the mess. My destination
was yet another baseball-related one: the Louisville Slugger factory. While it’s buried in a rather bleak industrial area, you really can’t
miss this place. Out in front of the old brick building stands the world’s largest baseball bat, a six-story replica of their product. That
alone probably accounts for why the factory tour is one of the top tourist attractions in Kentucky.
They really try to milk the tourists here. I passed on the $8 “official” tourist parking and easily found on-street parking where a
quarter gave me two hours on the meter. I also passed on the opportunity to spend $75 have my name engraved on a baseball bat. I
didn’t have any choice, though, but to cough up $6 for the tour.

Ash blanks at the Louisville Slugger factory

The tour starts with a really bad movie, a fluff piece on
how baseball is the all-American game. While it was interesting
to see a bunch of big league stars, it got dull seeing endless
cherubic kids playing Little League ball while sappy patriotic
music played in the background. Following the film we were
herded through what could have been a very interesting
museum. Unfortunately they didn’t give us enough time to really
see any of it. It would have made much more sense to end the
tour at the museum, so we could have spent whatever time we
wanted to, but here it was the beginning. [This really was
annoying, and as far as I could tell there was no way to go
back to the museum once the tour had begun.] The tour itself
was interesting. We walked through the factory, pausing to see
each step in the process of making baseball bats up close. Most
of the machines were actually operating while we went past, so
we did get a sense of seeing the real thing. It’s a fairly
complicated process, though today almost every step is entirely

automated. The tour ended in a gift shop,
where we were each presented with a
complementary mini-bat.
I probably should mention that my
friend Brad doesn’t actually use Louisville
sluggers. Like many younger players, the bats
he uses are made in Canada out of maple
wood. He feels these give better control and
power than the more traditional ash bats they
make in Kentucky. Here, of course, they say
exactly the opposite—and I honestly have no
clue who’s right myself.
[Once he was in AAA, Brad would
switch to Louisville Sluggers. The reason
is simple—for promotional purposes the
Kentucky company gives every player on
the MLB forty-man rosters (which includes
many AAA players) complimentary bats. If
they choose to use any other bats, the
Bats at Louisville Slugger factory
players have to pay for them with their own
money. At a game in Omaha a couple years later, Brad would present me with a cracked bat, which I have on display in my
classroom at school. As with all forty-man players, his bats were engraved with his own name and the team name. Brad’s
bats are finished with black paint and silver engraving. The game-used bat I have had its handle wrapped with athletic tape,
and at the top Brad’s number had been written in marker.]
One interesting side note is the pronunciation of the city I was in. I’d always heard that Kentuckians said the name of their
largest city as something close to LOO-vul. It was interesting that the visitor staff at the factory very carefully pronounced it LOO-ee-vill,
exactly as we Northerners generally do. On the street and on the radio, though, I heard a slurred name that came closer to “larval”—
definitely two syllables, and a definite “R” sound in the middle. [It’s actually more like LURR-vul.]
I left downtown Louisville on I-71, which heads northeast and very quickly leaves the city. This is a very scenic interstate,
winding through the bluffs above the Ohio River. It’s pretty, but a poor surface combined with all the hills made it kind of annoying to
drive. Fortunately it’s just 99 miles from Louisville to Cincinnati, so the trip went fairly quickly.
About 10 miles south of Cincinnati we joined I-75 on a ten-lane mass of concrete through the Kentucky suburbs. Traffic flowed
smoothly until I came to the official Cincinnati beltway, where the road narrowed to six lanes and the interstate became a parking lot. It
was stop and go, with a lot more stop than go for the last five miles across Kentucky. It took nearly forty-five minutes to go just five
miles—close to the worst traffic jam I’d ever been in.
When I finally came in view of the downtown Cincinnati skyline, I finally saw the reason for the back-up. The interstate crosses
the Ohio on a double-decker bridge. Northbound traffic takes the lower deck, and there had been an accident on that deck, with a truck
crashing into the side of the bridge. Three other vehicles were also involved, and it looked as if there were probably multiple injuries.
They had narrowed traffic to just the leftmost lane (for two major interstates running together) so the emergency crews would have
space to work. I certainly hope everyone came out of the accident okay, and while I’m not normally one to gawk at such things, I must
say it was at least good to have a reason for the back-up.
I-71 joins and peels off of numerous other highways as it cuts through bleak industrial districts and run-down rowhouse
neighborhoods in central Cincinnati. Downtown Cincinnati looks quite pleasant, but the surrounding city is far from attractive. The
combination of the bad highways and the ugly city makes this a place I have little desire to return to for a longer visit. [I would return
on a later trip, but I don’t know that my opinion improved much.]
Traffic hit the brakes again when I reached the northern side of the Cincinnati beltway. It seems as if in almost every city
these days traffic is worse in the suburbs than it is in the city proper. The cities themselves have freeways that were built to handle big
volumes of traffic, but the smaller suburban interstates are severely overloaded. I crawled on for about twenty miles through the
northeast Cincinnati suburbs before things finally began to flow smoothly again.
Having spent the better part of the afternoon in Cincinnati, I was now on pace to hit Columbus right at rush hour. I had no
desire whatsoever to get tied up in even more traffic, so I decided to stop for an early supper. I pulled off the interstate at Lebanon,
Ohio, and had dinner at a Bob Evans restaurant. My entrée was a barbecued chicken salad, which had an unexpected flavor [quite
sweet, as I recall], but was really quite good. It also surprised me that the place was really quite crowded at 4:00 in the afternoon.
I stopped again at a rest area about halfway between Cincinnati and Columbus and then headed on north to Columbus. It
surprised me after traveling through so many cities that seemed to sprawl on forever that metro Columbus actually did start at its
beltway [which is quite a ways from the city proper]. I-71 kept joining and peeling off of other highways all through Columbus, but it
was past rush hour and traffic moved fairly smoothly. It was interesting that while the southern end of the city was the beltway, the
north end sprawled on better than 20 miles beyond the ring road.

I-71 is a very busy highway in Ohio. It runs diagonally up the state, connecting Cincinnati, Columbus, and Cleveland—and
just barely bypassing Akron and Canton. Millions of people live in this corridor, and the factories and warehouses along here ship tons
of goods. They’re in the process of six-laning the highway, and they desperately need to finish it soon. In the sections that are six
lanes, traffic moves fairly smoothly, but the four-lane sections—even through seemingly rural areas—are a real headache to drive. One
of the biggest problems with the interstate is the stupid truck speed limit they have in Ohio—ten miles per hour slower than the speed
limit for cars. While they don’t exactly enforce either the car or truck limits, trucks do drive significantly slower than cars. That means
cars are constantly having to pass trucks, which makes the whole crowded freeway one big mess. [Until quite recently Illinois had
the same double speed limit. They recently did away with that, in response to studies that showed it caused more accidents
than it prevented.] Fortunately Ohio really isn’t that big of a state, even diagonally, so it didn’t take all that long to make my way
northeastward. It was around 7:30 when I finally exited to the town of Brunswick, in the extreme southern suburbs of Cleveland.
Brunswick comes across as a very pleasant town. It’s obviously a town in its own right, rather than just a suburb. It looks
more established than most suburban communities. Things are older than most places on the edge of suburbia. There are lots of
apartments that appear to date to the mid ‘70s, plus some modest single family homes. It also had square streets, rather than the
looping cul de sacs so many suburbs are plagued with. [I’d love to know who likes the maze-like development that makes up so
much of suburbia.] On the map in the hotel guide, it looked as if the Sleep Inn—Brunswick might be difficult to get to. I’ve been to
lots of motels where the entrance was through the parking lot for a fast food place or an office park, so I was expecting the worst. In
fact, this motel faced right on a side street, just one turn off the main drag.
Another definite plus to this town is that there are sidewalks everywhere—something I was grateful to see after a week in the
South. I can’t understand why towns don’t require sidewalks everywhere. If they made it part of the initial cost of construction, they
wouldn’t have to worry about assessing owners after the fact. Too many places seem to think sidewalks are a luxury, though. [That’s
true even up north these days.]
The Sleep Inn—Brunswick was quite pleasant. I’ve been to several Sleep Inns over the years, and I don’t think I’ve ever had a
bad experience at one. They’re always either brand new or (like this one) immaculately cared for. The rooms are brightly lit, the beds
are firm, the showers have good pressure, and the breakfast is good. In most places (including Cleveland), the price is also toward the
low end of the motel market, which makes them a real bargain. [Prices have been creeping up faster at Sleep Inns than at most
other mid-range establishments. Today many locations charge over $100 a night, which they’re most decidedly not worth.
When a good deal can be found, though, Sleep Inns are still nice places to stay.]
I’d already had dinner, but that was some time ago by the time I’d settled in at the Sleep Inn, so I decided to go out to explore
the neighborhood and get just a small bite more to eat. I ended up at a Wendy’s probably a mile or so down the strip from the motel
(but not a bad walk, with sidewalks). I had some chili, made my way back to the Sleep Inn, and then relaxed and read the newspapers
I’d accumulated during the day.
[Newspapers, both the regular kind and the free ones available in boxes on the street, are among my favorite travel
souvenirs. At home I’ve been an on-and-off subscriber to USA Today and I get the local weekly paper. I really just skim
through both of them quickly, though. On the road, though, I will pour through all the papers, sometimes reading up to ten of
them a day. They give a fascinating insight into the places I’m visiting.]

Saturday, August 9
Brunswick and Cleveland, Ohio
I slept fairly late this morning. While they had a nice fruit and bagel bar at the motel, I passed on that and figured I’d eat in the
city instead. So I got in my car and headed north on I-71. Before long I reached I-80, the Ohio Turnpike—which here serves as a
beltway for greater Cleveland. Things are solidly developed from the turnpike north to downtown, but on Saturday morning traffic
flowed well. I exited at 150th Street, just inside the Cleveland city limits, did a U-turn around some construction, and parked in a parkand-ride for the Cleveland rapid.
I’d been to this very same park-and-ride about five years ago when I came out to Cleveland at Easter. On that trip I had
stayed at what was then a Budgetel (now a Baymont Inn [the whole chain was re-branded with that name]) that literally shares its
parking lot with the subway. Having changed management the Baymont had also priced itself out of my budget, which is why I chose to
stay about ten miles further out and commute to the park-and-ride. [The property is since become a Holiday Inn Express and later
a La Quinta Inn. Its price has stabilized, but given the revolving door in its management, I’m not sure I’d want to stay there
again.]
The Cleveland rapid is weird. Those who regularly read my travelogues will know I’ve spoken highly of public transit systems
in many cities. Cleveland, though, I’ll barely damn with faint praise. There are really three parts to the rapid. The station at 150th and
Puritas is on the red line, an extremely utilitarian subway that runs mostly in an open trench [that primarily serves main line freight
railroads] through a string of grimy neighborhoods that few tourists would want to visit. Downtown the red line connects with the blue
and green lines. Those lines run through more open trenches past more grimy neighborhoods on the east side of Cleveland and then
rise to street level to run as streetcars through the leafy, old money suburb of Shaker Heights. In downtown itself the blue and green
lines join to form a new “light rail” line that serves the renovated lakefront area, with stops for the new football stadium, a host of
overpriced seedy bars, and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
Not many people ride the rapid. Even with long intervals between trains, there’s hardly ever a crowd on the platforms. That
struck me when I was here before, when even on a weekday at rush hour they ran just single-car trains at fifteen-minute intervals on

the red line. [The red line cars in Cleveland are similar in size to those in Chicago, smaller than what most cities use. Chicago
never runs less than two-car trains (in fact the technology the windy city uses requires that “married pairs” of an even
number of cars must be used). One car by itself is eerily small. With such low ridership it seems strange that they continue
rail service in Cleveland. It would more economical to switch to buses.] I also remember on that trip when on Easter Sunday
morning I was the only passenger on the blue line for more than half an hour as I rode from Shaker Heights to the waterfront. The red
line stations were built with booths to accommodate ticket agents, but most of these were long ago sealed up. Now they don’t have
agents or even vending machines; you just walk down long spooky hallways past signs advising you to pay on the train. [Apparently
they’ve since installed ticket vending machines and gone to a proof of payment fare system, similar to what most light rail
systems use.]
I made my way through the bowels of Puritas station and up to the platform. Surprisingly, a train arrived just as I reached the
platform. They have a bus farebox just inside the doors of the train, and I inserted four dollars in exchange for a daily pass. [Because
of the farebox, the drivers compartments on the rapid are exposed to the main car. On most other rail transit systems the
drivers are locked away from passengers. The day pass, by the way, was a computer-printed slip of paper much like a cash
register receipt. While I showed it each time I rode the rapid, as far as I could tell none of the drivers really checked its
validity in any detail.] I joined about half a dozen other passengers who had boarded further south. The train soon whisked me along
through the graffiti-filled jungle that is Cleveland’s west side.
The only significant transfer point for the rapid is Tower City, beneath a historic downtown building that has been renovated
into a snooty mall. I got off and waited on the platform as the red line car headed off eastward. … And I waited … and I waited … and I
waited … and I waited. Either green or blue line trains are supposed to stop here every fifteen minutes, and either of those heads to
Shaker Heights. I waited for nearly a half hour before a green line train finally stopped, though.
Most of the passengers on the green line got on for just a couple of stops and then left. They appeared to be heading from
residential areas to commercial areas to do things like the weekend grocery shopping. There were never more than about eight people
in a double-length train car that could easily accommodate 70. I was the only person who went all the way from downtown to Shaker
Square at the east end of the city, the place where the blue and green lines split.
My destination this morning was a place I’d been before, Michael’s Diner. Michael’s essentially is the Shaker Square rapid
stop. While it’s built on a foundation, it has the style of an old-fashioned rail car diner—long and narrow, with every table having a
window view. [The place is located in a narrow brick building, though, rather than a pre-fab diner structure.] I had stopped at
Michaels on my Easter trip a few years ago, and I enjoyed it immensely. I made a point of returning to Michael’s on this trip, and I’m
glad I did. The food was excellent. I had a perfectly cooked ham and cheese omelette with dark rye toast, home fries, and hearty
coffee.

Shaker Square rapid station – Cleveland, Ohio
(The entrance to Michael’s Diner is the westbound waiting area.)
The skies were dark when I left the Sleep Inn in Brunswick, and the weather looked somewhat threatening. I brought a folding
umbrella with me, in the hopes that if I brought it, it would be unnecessary. It utterly poured as I ate my omelette, which made me hold
out little hope for the ballgame I had a ticket to see this afternoon. As I sipped my coffee, though, the rain let up. It never really became
sunny, but at least it was no longer raining when I left.

The problem with the improving weather was that it made me forget my umbrella. I had walked around the Shaker Square
area, which was home to a weekend farmers market, for about twenty minutes before I realized I had left the umbrella at the diner.
When I went back, they hadn’t even cleaned up the table, yet. The umbrella was still sitting there, and I quickly grabbed it and was on
my way.
I took a long leisurely walk down Shaker Boulevard, a gorgeous street lined with utter mansions on enormous lots. The green
line runs down the median of Shaker Boulevard, and I figured that if I got tired I could jump aboard a train and head back downtown. It
was extremely humid, and after a while I probably would have enjoyed a ride. Unfortunately, in nearly a forty-five minute walk only one
train passed in either direction—and it was headed out to the end of the line. I walked all the way out there and hopped on that very
train as just before it headed out.
There were a few more passengers—maybe twenty or thirty total—on the blue line train this time. Like me, all of them headed
all the way to Tower City. I got off and headed upstairs to the mall. The place had changed a lot in just a few years. When I was here
before, it looked more like an idea than a mall. There were a few shops, but mostly lots and lots of available space. Most of that space
has been leased, largely to trendy clothing retailers like Abercrombie and Fitch. I didn’t shop here at all, but it was interesting to see
how different things were.
The main reason I went into the mall at all was to access the “Walkway to Gateway”, a two-block skywalk that leads to the
hockey arena that is the nearest part of the downtown Cleveland sports complex. From there I exited to the street and walked another
two blocks or so to the home plate entrance of Jacobs Field. I had arrived very early; in fact, it was still about ten minutes before the
gates would open. So, I joined the line of early birds waiting to get into the stadium.
Promptly at noon the big iron gates swung open and I made my way to the turnstiles. Security has gotten more intense in
ballparks since the terrorist attacks two years ago. Today they search all the bags and limit the size of bags you can bring in. I wasn’t
worried about that, since I just had a small bag with a couple of newspapers inside it. The man at the turnstile snapped at me, though,
since I dared to have another banned item in my possession—my umbrella. There was nothing on the Indians’ website saying
umbrellas were prohibited, nor anything posted to that effect at the entrance. I checked later in the program, and it doesn’t say anything
about umbrellas there either. Regardless of what they say in print, though, Jacobs Field bans umbrellas. The size or style doesn’t
seem to matter. You’d be hard pressed to find a smaller umbrella than the one I brought with me, but it was considered contraband.
The man gave me the choice of “returning to your car” or checking the umbrella at the entrance. Since returning to my car would mean
a subway ride out to the suburbs, I really had no choice but to check it. Neither the guard nor the man at the check table was able to
give me any reason for the anti-umbrella rule (and I’ve been in other parks—major and minor league—where they were no problem) [in
fact more than once I’ve seen umbrellas given away as a promotion], but I left my raingear with the umbrellas of hundreds of other
misinformed patrons. [I later wrote to complain about the policy, but I received no response whatsoever.]

Jacobs Field – Cleveland, Ohio
Jacobs Field was the second of the new “retro-parks” to be built, right after Camden Yards in Baltimore. It was followed by
shiny new old-looking parks in Seattle, San Francisco, Phoenix, Houston, and Pittsburgh—among other places. As in those other
cities, the built the place on the “if you build it, they will come” philosophy, hoping a new ballpark would help renovate downtown

Cleveland. It seemed to work, at least for a while. For its first several years in business, the Indians sold out the entire season at
Jacobs Field in advance. It’s only the past couple of years that individual tickets have been available at all. Lately, though, the Indians
have been a very bad team, and crowds have diminished to the point that that for this weekend day game the place was only a little
over half full. That still makes a crowd of 25,000 or so, though, which is a fair number of people by anyone’s count.
Jacobs compares well with the other new parks; it really is a lovely ballpark. The sightlines are better than Camden Yards.
Here it looked as if there wasn’t an obstructed view anywhere, and even my upper deck seat didn’t seem that far from the action. I also
liked the fact that unlike San Francisco’s Pac Bell Park (a place lots of critics rave about), Jacobs isn’t overwhelmed by advertising.
There are some signs here and there, but you don’t get the overwhelming feeling that everything has a sponsor. The seats are
comfortable, the concourses are wide, and there’s a nice variety of concessions at not entirely unreasonable prices.
I couldn’t help but notice that the crowd at this game was overwhelmingly white. That feeling may have been compounded by
my having been in Los Angeles earlier this year, where the Dodgers drew a very racially mixed crowd. It was clear on the rapid that
Cleveland’s population is mostly black, and even the distant suburbs have a mix of all races. Looking around Jacobs Field, though, I
saw almost no one black or Asian or Hispanic. I don’t know if those groups find tickets too expensive or if the Indians just don’t market
to different ethnic groups. One way or another, though, “the Jake” is definitely a white island in a black city.
Many of the fans arrived late and left early. I’d heard that sort of thing happened in Los Angeles, but no one actually did that
there. In Cleveland, though, not many people seemed very into the game. There was a group of three girls a couple of rows in front of
me who didn’t even arrive until the middle of the sixth inning. They proceeded to down two rounds of beers, flirted with some boys who
were sitting nearby, and then left in the top of the ninth. I would think the tickets would be awfully expensive for such a short time, but
that didn’t seem to matter to these young ladies.
The Indians used to be a
contending team, but they seem to
have sold off all their veteran players.
The guys on the field today weren’t
much older than Brad—it seemed
more like a AAA club than the big
leagues. The feeling of immaturity
was compounded by the fact that
several of the players had really stupid
names—the kind of thing only a young
athlete could get away with. The
stupidest by far was “Coco Crisp”, an
outfielder who was just about the best
hitter on the team. While he was
talented, I just couldn’t get past
thinking about what kind of parents
would name their child after a cereal.
[Crisp’s parents weren’t
quite that stupid; Coco is a
nickname. The player’s last name
is Crisp, but his given name is
Covelli Loyce. He is apparently of
Puerto Rican heritage. Like many
players these days, Crisp has
played for a number of teams. He
was drafted by the Cardinals in
1999, but never made it past AA in
their system. He was traded to the
Indians and had a stand-out season
at AAA Buffalo before being called
up to Cleveland. He was traded to
the Red Sox in 2006. Soon after
Promotional photo of Coco Crisp
signing a $15.5 million contract with Boston he broke his finger and had a lengthy stay on the disabled list. In 2008 he was
traded to Kansas City, where he suffered a season-ending shoulder injury. The Royals released him, but he recently signed a
$5 million contract with Oakland for the 2010 season.]
In spite of the young players, this was a good game. The Indians were taking on the Anaheim Angels, last year’s World Series
champions, and both teams played quite well. In fact, the teams were so closely matched that the game went to extra innings—sort of
a trend on this trip. I had originally planned to go to mass at the Cleveland cathedral after the game (I’d been there at Easter before,
th
and it’s lovely), but when the Indians finally won on a 13 inning home run, the service was already well underway.
I walked through downtown Cleveland, which was alive with street vendors after the game. I walked north about a mile to the
waterfront light rail line. “Waterfront” is really stretching it in Cleveland, because you really can’t see much of the lake. Everything is
very solidly developed. While the modern tourist attractions (the rock hall of fame, the football stadium, and a big science museum)
certainly look nicer than the grimy industry they replaced, the fact that Lake Erie is there seems irrelevant. My model for cities is
Chicago, and there are few places anywhere that have made better use of their waterfront. I’m sure that for over a century people have

lamented the wasted valuable real estate along Lake Michigan, but no one can argue that the string of lakeside parks is one of
Chicago’s greatest assets. It’s too bad Cleveland couldn’t follow that lead in renovating their waterfront.
I had plenty of time to stare at the lakefront development, because again I waited for what seemed like forever for a train. It’s
no wonder the rapid is underused, given the poor service they provide. You’d think that a station that serves the city’s biggest tourist
attraction would have frequent service, but I waited nearly half an hour for a train. In all that time only two other people showed up on
the platform.
As I waited and waited for a train, I stared out at the big glass pyramid that houses the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and
thought back to the other time I was in Cleveland. I never wrote a formal travelogue about my long weekend at Easter, 1999, but
Cleveland’s prime tourist attraction does deserve at least a mention. While it’s not worth its steep admission price (I think it was $16
back in ’99—and you know it hasn’t gone down since then [currently it’s $22]), it is a fascinating museum. The memorabilia they
display is much better organized than, say, a Hard Rock Café, and it’s all top notch stuff. It’s not as interesting as the country music
museum in Nashville (where you can tour a historic recording studio and get an up-close view of Elvis’ Cadillac), but it is worth a trip.
What I found most fascinating at the rock hall were the costumes rockers wore, which they have displayed on mannequins. What’s
really strange is how small so many of these stars are. The photography on record albums never really gives you an idea of whether
the artists are short or tall; in fact most are of surprisingly small stature. While some famous people—like politicians and athletes—tend
to be very tall, there’s no question but what a disproportionate number of short people go into show business. Queen’s lead singer
Freddie Mercury, for instance, figuratively towered over the ‘70s, so I’d have never guessed he was barely five feet tall. I thought back
again to how strange this all was as I stood on the platform waiting and waiting and waiting some more.
As I write this in early November the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame is in the news. They’re hosting a gala reception for the
ambassador from Hungary who will be giving a speech entitled “How Rock and Roll Helped to Bring Down the Iron Curtain”. There’s
probably a surprising amount of truth in that title. Certainly music on its own didn’t lead to the fall of communism, but the increasing
flood of western culture certainly helped topple that wall. If you ask me, in the long run our music, movies and TV will have much more
influence in the Middle East than our army ever will.
I rode back to Tower City and had yet another long wait (more than twenty minutes this time) for a red line train. I rode back to
th
150 and Puritas, and headed back through the creepy underground passageways and out to the parking lot. I drove back down I-71
to Brunswick and went back to the Sleep Inn. Tonight I walked down the strip to a Taco Bell, where I picked up a Mexican pizza. I then
headed back to the motel and called Margaret.
The game I had seen was the “day” part of a day/night doubleheader (day/night meaning the two games were ticketed
separately, rather than being one admission). I watched the nightcap on TV and relaxed for the evening.

Sunday, August 10
Brunswick, Ohio to Romulus,
Michigan
I was up fairly early and had a quick bagel breakfast at the
motel. Then I packed up the car and headed west on I-80. I
immediately noticed a major improvement they’d made since the last
time I was in Ohio. The Ohio Turnpike is now six lanes across the
state—a wonderful upgrade from what it was before. [I think that’s not
entirely true, but it is six lanes all the way from Cleveland to
Toledo.] I thoroughly enjoyed the morning drive as I headed west
toward Toledo.
I turned north at Toledo onto I-75, a dreadful highway that was
under construction all the way through Toledo. They maintained four
continuous lanes, but in most cases those temporary lanes came across
as little more than a tunnel through a gravel pit. I’m sure that when it’s
done I-75 will be lovely, but I certainly can’t say too much for it right now.
Toledo ends about a mile south of the Ohio/Michigan border.
The construction ended in Michigan, but the road surface was certainly
nothing to brag about. There were periodic signs noting that this was
part of the “Eisenhower Interstate System”, and they made me wonder if
any maintenance had been done on this road since Ike was in office.
The one good thing about I-75 in Michigan was that it was six lanes
wide. Trucks were banned in the leftmost lane. Mostly they kept right,
while cars that drove around the speed limit (like me) held center [while I
Light house at rest area
often exceed the limit on two-lanes, I NEVER speed on interstates]
near Monroe, Michigan
and the speed demons cruised by to the left. That made things flow smoothly, even with a slower truck speed limit.
I stopped at a rest area near Monroe, about ten miles inside Michigan. The rest area featured a lighthouse, something I never
really associated with Michigan. I suppose there must be lighthouses on the Great Lakes, but I always associate them with an ocean

setting. [I did a bit of research and was surprised to find that Michigan actually has more lighthouses than any other state. Of
course, given its long Great Lakes coast line, there is some sense to that.] The interstate lighthouse made a pleasant diversion in
an otherwise most generic rest area.
The road surface just became worse and worse as I headed northward through suburban Detroit. Urban roads are always
hard to keep in decent shape, and they’re even harder when money is tight. Michigan’s economy has been struggling for decades. In
the late ‘90s they managed to attract some high tech industries to replace the old “rust belt” factories that closed in the Reagan years.
A lot of those are closing these days, though, as even high tech jobs move overseas. Today’s Sunday paper noted that Michigan once
again had the highest unemployment rate in America—around 12% of the people are without work. What’s more, even those with jobs
are often earning less than they did a few years back. Less income for the people means less income for the state, which means more
and more “deferred maintenance” on roads like I-75.
[Michigan’s economy has only gone down hill in the intervening years. … Hundreds of thousands of Michiganders
have left the state since the turn of the millennium. The state’s economy hit rock bottom with the collapse of the auto
industry in 2009. Today almost 20% of the state’s working population is unemployed.]
The main plus of I-75 is that it was built to handle huge volumes of traffic. Traffic was very light on Sunday, but I got the
feeling that this ten-lane behemoth would keep things moving even at rush hour. It’s only about 45 miles from Toledo to Detroit, and I
covered that distance in less than 45 minutes, even counting the stop at the rest area.
I exited right in the heart of downtown Detroit—or perhaps I should say what’s left of downtown Detroit. From a distance the
downtown area really looks quite substantial, the sort of downtown that a city of a million people should have. Up close, though, you
see that almost everything is empty and crumbling. With the exception of a couple of urban renewal projects (like the stadium that was
my destination today), Detroit gives the appearance of Berlin after the War. The residential neighborhoods [at least those I saw] are
nicer—pretty much what you’d find in any older city—but downtown is essentially nonexistent.
[Detroit today has less than half the population it did in 1950. It is expected that in 2010 the city’s population will fall
below 900,000, for the first time since 1910. Until about 2000 the loss of the city showed up in a corresponding gain in the
suburbs. In 2010, though, they project a decrease in the metropolitan area of roughly half a million people.]
A positive aspect of an empty downtown is that there’s lots and lots of parking. Not that the stadium wants you to know that,
mind you. I passed lot after lot of “official” Detroit Tigers parking, at prices ranging from $15 to $25. Fortunately I had checked on the
internet ahead of time and knew those prices were just ridiculous. I drove a bit further east and parked in the City of Detroit’s
underground ramp at Grand Circus Park, where I paid just $3.
Parking at Grand Circus required me to walk about two blocks through a neighborhood that was at best questionable
(abandoned department stores with their big display windows busted out interspersed with grand old churches that today mostly serve
the homeless). This was certainly no less safe than the “official” lots, though; some of them back up against public housing. There
were police officers all through the area, much like they have around Chicago’s Comiskey on game days, so I really didn’t feel in any
danger.
I made my way to Comerica Park, a shiny new ball field that is hopelessly out of place amid the bombed out skeleton that is
downtown Detroit. Together with a football stadium next door, this is an attempt to lure suburbanites to the city and get them to spend
time and money downtown. From the looks of things, they haven’t had a lot of success yet. There were a fair number of people at the
game today, but pretty much all of them just drove downtown, went to the game, and left. There’s really nowhere to spend time or
money anywhere near the stadium. Most cities have sports bars, diners, and gift shops where fans can congregate before or after
games. Here, though, there’s pretty much nothing outside the stadium gates. [The city would, of course, get tax money from the
tickets and concessions, so they may not care whether the stadiums revitalize the area or not.]
While it’s shiny and new, I can’t say I was terribly impressed with Comerica Park. It speaks volumes that the place was named
after a bank. Comerica reminded me a lot of Pac Bell Park in San Francisco, which to my mind isn’t a compliment. This is one of those
places where everything is sponsored—instead of being a fan at a ballgame, I felt I was a cast member in some big commercial.
Beyond all the corporate logos is the fact that the concessions are among the most expensive I’ve seen anywhere. Programs that went
for $2 in Cleveland cost $5 here. You get a hint of the food prices when you see that they take credit cards at the hot dog stands.
[These days pretty much every concession stand takes credit cards. Detroit was the first place I saw that, though, and their
prices were high enough to warrant it.] I might have considered picking up a souvenir cap, but at $30 minimum I didn’t even pick
one up to try on.
[The bank that purchased the naming rights remains the largest financial institution in Michigan, though in 2007 they
moved their headquarters to Dallas—leaving yet another empty building in downtown Detroit. Shortly after my visit there, the
Michigan attorney general filed a class action suit against Comerica on behalf of investors who they scammed. They reached
a settlement shortly before the financial collapse in 2008. The company received almost three billion dollars in government
bailout funds. On the surface that makes sense in the state with the highest foreclosure rate in the nation. Sadly, though,
they spent almost all their bailout money paying off the legal claims.]

While it was hard to get past the commercialism, I must say
that the park is in a pleasant setting and provides what is probably
the only pleasant view of downtown Detroit. Inside that $5 program
o
they have photos giving a 360 view from all around the park, with all
the buildings labeled. From a distance the Detroit skyline really isn’t
all that bad. There are a couple of modern buildings (most notable
the ‘70s glass tubes of Renaissance Center, which is General
Motors’ headquarters building), but for the most part the tallest
towers are the spires of those old churches. When you don’t have to
see their plywood-covered fronts, all the old brick warehouses and
commercial buildings don’t look that bad either.
The crowd at this game was much more multi-ethnic than in
Cleveland. The city of Detroit is overwhelmingly black, but the metro
area is quite mixed racially. This crowd was probably about threefourths white, with large numbers of blacks, Hispanics, and south
Asian people. My section (again, clear up at the top) was about 5050 white and Hispanic. I don’t really think of Michigan as a place
with a lot of Hispanics, but today there’s a large Mexican presence
pretty much everywhere in America.
There had apparently been an event to raise money for
breast cancer today in Detroit. The pre-game ceremonies included
having everyone who participated in that event parade around the
warning track. It took nearly half an hour to get everyone out there,
and during the game all those people’s souvenir T-shirts made a sea
of pink in the stands.
Comerica Park – Detroit, Michigan
I recall almost nothing of the game itself. The Tigers were
playing the Minnesota Twins, and honestly nothing of interest seemed to happen. Batter after batter on both teams either popped out
or lined out, without any remarkable plays. One of the few things I do remember was that the Tigers won—something extremely
unusual in a year when they set a new record for most losses in a season. [Detroit’s football team would later become famous for
the same unfortunate reason.]
One thing I do remember was that we never sang “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” for the seventh-inning stretch. Instead we
they played the Kate Smith version of “God Bless America” as a digital flag waved on the scoreboard. I don’t have anything against
that Irving Berlin classic, and I’ve been in other ballparks where they play the two songs back to back—sort of like in Wisconsin they
follow “Take Me Out to the Ballgame” with “Roll Out the Barrel”, or how the Twins follow it with their fight song. What I do object to is
just playing “God Bless America”. To me that mixes baseball with politics and implies that a ballgame should be a patriotic celebration.
th
It wasn’t like today was the 4 of July, after all. Baseball is a game of traditions, and “God Bless America” just isn’t one of them. The
patriotic tradition in baseball is the pre-game National Anthem, not the seventh-inning stretch. [For a while after 9/11 it was quite
fashionable to play “God Bless America” in stadiums everywhere. That tradition seems to be rapidly dying, though, at least
in the “blue” states.]
All those quick outs made
this a very fast game. It was barely
mid-afternoon when it ended. With
plenty of time to kill, I decided to
experience another of Detroit’s urban
renewal projects, the people mover.
This was the start of a transit system
that never really materialized. Today
it’s quite literally a train to nowhere.
The people mover makes a two-mile
loop around downtown, on an elevated
track that runs mostly above sidewalks
rather than actual streets.
Where
there are new buildings, the people
mover often passes right through the
building itself, with the “station” looking
a lot like the skywalk lobbies in
Minneapolis. Other places (like Grand
Circus), the stations hang from the
front of decrepit old buildings,
providing a stark contrast between old
and new.

People mover by Grand Circus Park – Detroit, Michigan
(The nearby buildings have their windows smashed out.)

The people mover cars are weird. They are quite narrow, with all the seating facing the aisle. Each car is smaller than a
standard transit car—smaller even than the extra-short cars they use in Chicago. They feel almost more like an amusement park ride

than mass transit. [They’re almost identical to the trams that shuttle
people between terminals at airports.] The two-car trains probably
hold around 50 people comfortably (and probably never have to hold
any more than that, even at rush hour). As you approach a station, a
really bad synthesized voice announces the stop in uninflected,
disconnected syllables that almost interrupt each other (“GRAND—
CIR—KUS”), and the doors open automatically. After about ten
seconds, there is a series of excruciatingly shrill beeps, and the doors
slam shut. Then there’s a loud “whoosh” sound as the magneticallydriven train is propelled forward.
While it’s quite futuristic [in a ‘70s sort of way], the people
mover is pretty much never busy. Weekdays some business people
take it to get from a parking ramp to their office building or perhaps to
get somewhere for lunch. On Sunday a couple dozen of the 30,000
Tigers fans rode from Grand Circus (the stop nearest the ballpark) to a
free parking ramp adjacent to a casino (yet another struggling urban
renewal project) at the Greektown stop.

People mover platform – Detroit, Michigan

En route we passed abandoned building after abandoned
building. If you collected the few new towers and the old structures that
are still in use, you could probably house the entire active part of
downtown Detroit in an area about the size of downtown Cedar Rapids.
Instead they’ve got a few active buildings here and there, separated by
block after block of wasteland. [It is probably the most depressing
city I’ve seen anywhere.]

While it is supposed to make a loop, because of construction at Renaissance Center, the people mover now just goes back
and forth in an arc. I went to the end of the line and rode back to Grand Circus. The $.50 fare certainly didn’t break me, but I’ll probably
not be back to ride it again.
Taking the joy ride on the people mover allowed me to get behind the rush of traffic leaving the game [which was my primary
reason for doing it]. I exited the Grand Circus ramp and easily made my way onto I-94, known locally by the charming name of
“Detroit Industrial Freeway”. Again there was an abominable road surface, but there was almost no traffic on the eight-lane highway as
I sped out to the suburbs.
I exited at Merriman Road, just east of the Detroit Metro Airport. My destination was an airport hotel, the Clarion Barceló
Detroit, a sister to the hotel I’ve often stayed in at Cumberland Avenue and the Kennedy Expressway in Chicago. The Clarion Barceló
O’Hare is quite a nice hotel. Under different management it was the place O.J. Simpson fled to after his wife’s murder. The building is a
‘60s high-rise, with lovely views of both the city and the airport. There’s a gorgeous hardwood lobby and a pleasant rooftop pool. The
Chicago Clarion Barceló is also conveniently located, right next to both the freeway and the ‘L’. A businessman’s hotel, on weekends
it’s a bargain for tourists with rates in the $60 - $70 range.
I mention all that because it would be hard to find two hotels more different than the Clarion Barcelós in Chicago and Detroit. I
drove nearly a mile from the freeway before I came to the sprawling labyrinth that was the Clarion Barceló Detroit. The entire place is
two stories, all of cement block construction. From the outside it looks like a bad dorm at a state university. Hallways branch off in
every imaginable direction from the lobby and meeting area in the center. Each hallway has its own color-coded carpet, all in garish
shades from the ‘70s. My room [in the avocado hallway] was pleasant (pretty much all Clarion hotels have nice rooms), but the
hotel’s location was convenient to absolutely nothing. The airport is at least two miles away, and the strip the Clarion is on features little
more than other hotels. There is no public transportation nearby, and downtown is at least a fifteen mile drive. That’s probably why this
hotel’s rate made the prices I paid in Chicago seem expensive. In Detroit (or more precisely Romulus) I got an enormous room with a
king bed and a sofa for just $41. [The place is still a Clarion, though they no longer have Barceló in their name, and they still
have absurdly low rates.]
It intrigued me when I checked in that the desk clerk asked to see my AAA membership card to verify the rate I had booked.
At Choice Hotels (Clarion, Quality, Comfort, and Sleep Inns), the AAA discount is 10% off the base price. The fact is, though, that
pretty much anyone can get a 10% discount at Choice Hotels by simply booking in advance. They have an “internet users’ rate”, for
instance, that anyone who books online can get, which is also 10% off. There’s also 10% off for seniors, for visitors from foreign
countries, for business travelers—you name it. There are occasionally better discounts (especially on the business rate), but 10% is
pretty standard. Since the AAA rate is basically the default rate for anyone who isn’t stupid enough to pay more, no one ever asks for
verification of the rate. In fact, there’s only one other hotel where I’ve ever been asked for my AAA card—this hotel’s sister, the Clarion
Barceló O’Hare in Chicago. [Choice has since done away with the internet users’ rate, and they’ve decreased some of the other
discounts. These days AAA is about the best discount they offer, and they now require you to enter your AAA number when
making a reservation at that rate.]
It was still quite early, and there was pretty much nothing to do at the hotel. So, for lack of anything better to do, I took a
marathon walk around Romulus. Why this place is named after the founder of Rome, I’ll never know. I don’t think there ever was a real
town in Romulus. Today there’s middle class housing—old and new—a host of motels, and countless warehouses that presumably
ship through the adjacent airport. Like far too many suburbs, there are no sidewalks anywhere. Instead there was a trail worn through
the weeds along the side of a very busy road. I walked about a mile north, then about a mile east, and then about half a mile south.

[This was one of the most boring walks I’ve done in all my travels.
Romulus is a really dull suburb.] Finally I came to a branch of Tim Horton’s,
the Canadian doughnut and quick lunch chain that has a few outposts along
the border in the States. [I had located Tim Horton’s online when I was
planning the trip, and it seemed a convenient destination. Unfortunately,
it turned out to be quite a bit farther than it appeared on the map.] The
parking lot was absolutely empty, but the place was open. (I still wonder how
the employees got there.) I took a break and had an early supper of soup and
salad. I also bought a box of “Timbits”, the doughnut holes in assorted flavors
that are a trademark of Tim Hortons. I munched on them as I made my way
back another mile and a half to the hotel. [The variety of flavors they have
in Timbits really does make a nice snack. It’s probably good we don’t
have Tim Hortons in the Midwest.]
I stopped at a Speedway convenience store next to the Clarion,
where I picked up the Sunday paper and some juice. Then I went back to my
room and watched some TV. Tonight 60 Minutes happened to feature the
toxic waste dump in Anniston, Alabama, so I watched with more than a
passing interest as they told of the problems in the place I had just been
through. [I know 60 Minutes is still on, but it’s been years since I’ve
watched it. In fact, this may be the last time I did.] Then I relaxed and
passed a quiet evening.

Website picture of a Timbits box

Monday, August 11
Romulus, Michigan to Madison, Wisconsin
I wanted to be out of metro Detroit before rush hour, so I was up around 6:00 and had checked out of the Clarion by 6:30.Most
of Detroit’s industry (like all the auto factories) is in a ring just outside the city proper. The airport was further out, so headed westbound
there was almost no traffic on I-94. I soon passed the beltway (I-275), and for a few miles I passed through a bit of forest.
The trees were only temporary, though, because Michigan is a very urban state. The Detroit beltway is Exit 190. Exit 183 is
Ypsilanti, and Exit 180 is the beltway for Ann Arbor. The home of the University of Michigan continues to Exit 171, and then there’s a
bit of rural area again. Even here, though, there are exits about every two miles—most for towns bigger than Algona. Just 29 miles
west of Ann Arbor is Jackson, another big yellow splotch on the map. Eighteen miles further is Albion, and nine miles from there is
Marshall; both of those are also in bold type. From Marshall it’s about ten miles on to Battle Creek, and twenty miles further is
Kalamazoo. At Kalamazoo it’s about 30 miles west to Benton Harbor and St. Joseph, which are on Lake Michigan just east of Chicago.
[“Just east” is definitely stretching it; they’re across the lake, about eighty miles from the city. Benton Harbor is essentially
the start of Chicagoland, though.] What’s more, in addition to all those cities, places like Flint, Lansing, Grand Rapids, Holland,
Muskegon, Elkhart, and South Bend are all less than 50 miles from I-94.
For all that population, the interstate is four lanes almost all the way across Michigan. There are many lanes through metro
Detroit, and from Benton Harbor on through Chicagoland it’s a minimum of six lanes. In between, though—Ann Arbor, Jackson, Battle
Creek, Kalamazoo, etc.—it’s just four very crowded lanes. For most of the way, it would be almost impossible to widen the highway.
The overpasses are all so narrow that there’s no shoulder to begin with; they’d have to completely destroy them to make any
improvements. Basically they need a whole new highway parallel to this one (and, by the way, for cross-country travelers the Indiana
Tollroad—I-80—about 40 miles south of here is a much better bet).
I took a break from the traffic in Battle Creek, where a sign at the exit advised there was a Big Boy restaurant. Little did I know
that the restaurant would be a full five miles off the interstate. I got a scenic tour of just about every suburban housing development in
Battle Creek before I finally sat down to a ham and egg breakfast. I personally think they should just list businesses that are actually at
an exit on those blue signs along the interstate. A five-mile drive is ridiculous, but by the time I’d exited I was pretty much committed to
doing it. [I’ve run into this problem in Minnesota as well. They seem to put any business that wants to pay for signage on
those blue exit signs. At the very least I’d like to see them indicate a distance before you commit to the exit.]
I quit grasping tightly to the steering wheel when the freeway became six lanes at Benton Harbor. While it was now truly urban
(it really is the start of Chicagoland), as opposed to a string of separate cities, traffic moved much more smoothly. Things continued
going well through the Lake Michigan resort towns and on into Indiana.
I had debated just how I wanted to go through Chicagoland. I’ve traveled through the area enough to know that here is no
good route through America’s third largest megalopolis, but I was hoping that at midday on a weekday things might go reasonably
smoothly. I debated taking the Tri-State Tollway, which decades ago was a beltway, but now is really quite close-in. Its disadvantage
would be the constant stops at tollbooths, which can be as close as 10 miles apart in Illinois. I also considered I-90, which I’d paralleled
on a commuter railroad at one point. It looked remarkably free of traffic (and it’s probably the route I should have chosen), but its
downside was that it goes right through the heart of Gary, one of America’s most blighted and crime-ridden cities.
I chose instead to stay right on I-94. It, too, heads through Gary, after merging with I-80 just east of there. However the whole
route in Indiana is basically walled in with sound barriers (like parts of 380 are in Waterloo), so you really don’t notice the surroundings

at all. I-94 becomes the Dan Ryan and Kennedy Expressways in Chicago, and while it travels through some of the worst parts of that
city, it has the advantage of providing lovely skyline views. [So does I-90.] I tend to prefer seeing those views from a stress-free seat in
an ‘L’ train, but since my destination was beyond the city, I really had no choice but to cross it by car one way or another.
To get an idea for what I should do, I listened to the traffic reports on WBBM all the way from Benton Harbor on. They
described a minor back-up on the Tri-State, which made me decide that was probably not the best choice. The Dan Ryan was
described as free-flowing, and the 18-minute times from 95th Street to downtown were as quick as that route ever gets. I-90 also
seemed to have no problems, and I had actually decided to follow that route. Unfortunately, the exit was poorly marked (as exits on
tollroads often are), so I missed my chance to take it.
Not long after I had committed to the I-94 route, WBBM’s traffic reporters started referring to “border congestion on 80/94 in
Hammond”. I was in Gary at about Exit 10 when I first heard that announcement, and things were still flowing well. By the time I
reached Exit 5, though, I literally slammed on the brakes. The Bormann Expressway (named after the Apollo 11 command module
pilot) is eight lanes wide in Hammond, Indiana’s northwestern-most city. It was basically an eight-lane parking lot today, though, with a
traffic jam that extended past the Illinois border. It took over half an hour to travel the five miles to the state line and about another
fifteen minutes to travel two more miles to the end of the jam. The cause wasn’t an accident or road construction. It was, instead, a toll
booth. For a tiny stretch I-80 joins the Tri-State, and there’s a three-lane toll plaza leading into the mess. I-94 is entirely a free
highway, but only one lane exits northward as 94. The seven-mile, forty-five minute back-up was all the result of people paying a stupid
15¢ toll to the Illinois road commission. [Illinois’ toll back-ups have lessened in recent years. More and more people are using
the electronic I-Pass collection system, which is able to debit toll at full highway speed. Also, they’ve reduced the number of
tollbooths—making fewer stops, but charging more at each.]
By contrast, the Dan Ryan Expressway was wonderful. Although it’s one of the ugliest highways ever built and it travels
through one of the most hideous urban landscapes on earth, what the Dan Ryan does have going for it is that it moves traffic well. I’ve
described this behemoth of a highway (sixteen lanes in places, plus the ‘L’ tracks in the median) in an earlier travelogue, so I’ll just say I
th
was grateful for all those lanes as I sailed on northward toward the Loop today. Even an accident around 87 Street didn’t slow things
down much at all.
While the South Side through which the Dan Ryan passes is almost indescribably bleak, the views of downtown from there are
spectacular. I’ve been to a lot of cities, but I have yet to find one with a more beautiful commercial center than Chicago. The
skyscrapers are spread out enough and varied enough to make a truly fascinating skyline, and the unspoiled lakefront turns the whole
city into a park. It helps that Chicago is one of the few cities where downtown is still truly the center of things; it’s almost the complete
opposite of Detroit.
I made my way through the “circle”, also known as the “Spaghetti Bowl” where 90, 94, 290, and several city streets come
together just west of the Sears Tower [really more south than west]. Actually, if all you’re doing is staying on I-94, this route is
simple; you just go straight through at the very bottom of the mess. It’s certainly an impressive interchange, though.
North of the circle I-94 becomes the Kennedy Expressway, which in the downtown area is one of the most bizarre interstates
ever built. It tunnels through an open trench on the west side of the Loop, with exits literally every block to all the downtown streets.
The exits are all to the right, but the corresponding entrances are from the left. This makes the traffic patterns interesting, to say the
least. I kept center, which I’m sure was the only wise decision.
North of downtown I encountered a bit of congestion on the Kennedy. This was mostly due to that interstate’s reversible
express lanes. The main part of the Kennedy is six lanes, three in each direction. There are an additional two express lanes, though,
which can be switched to provide additional inbound or outbound lanes, at the discretion of the highway department. On business
days, the express lanes run inbound until noon, at which time they flip to outbound to handle the afternoon rush. It was a little before
noon when I left downtown Chicago. The express lanes were still running inbound, absolutely empty. There was noticeably more
traffic headed outbound, which made a bit of a back-up. We never came to a stand-still, but we did slow down to as low as 35mph. At
one point an ambulance came sailing by on the shoulder, definitely going faster than the bulk of traffic.
[There’s only a couple of times I’ve actually driven the Chicago expressways, since I almost always take the ‘L’ when
I’m in town. Most of the time (including today) traffic actually moves quite a bit faster than the trains do, but the ride is much
more relaxing in the median than on the concrete.]
I got a bit more of the baseball theme of this trip while driving through Chicago. Baseball fever was definitely gripping the
Second City this summer, as both the Cubs and the White Sox were having outstanding seasons. People on the radio were talking
about the possibility of a “Red Line Series”, with the two local teams facing each other for the world championship—the name coming
from the ‘L’ line that connects Wrigley Field and Comiskey Park. There were banners across the Dan Ryan overpass by Comiskey, and
billboards all over the city urged both teams on to victory. I even saw an ‘L’ train wrapped in advertising that supported the local teams.
As it turned out, neither of the Chicago teams made it to the World Series. The White Sox (the team I care about in Chicago) choked at
the end of the season, and the Cubs came one game away from the World Series, but then lost in a heartbreaker.
I’d driven both the Dan Ryan and the Kennedy in the past, but before long I got a new driving experience as I followed 94 and
exited onto the Edens Expressway. The Edens starts in the gritty Irving Park neighborhood on the north side of the city, but the
surroundings rapidly become more upscale. This freeway serves the wealthy North Shore suburbs—places like Skokie, Winnetka,
Glencoe, and Northbrook. [Skokie really isn’t particularly upscale, but the others definitely are.] In place of boxy brick apartment
blocks and warehouses surrounded by razor wire, I soon saw lushly landscaped office parks, upscale malls, and endless condo
developments. I was too far west to see the mansions that line Lake Michigan, but it was still clear I wasn’t in the city anymore.

I was, however, still in Chicagoland. The Edens merges with the Tri-State at Northbrook, but it continues to cut through
suburb after suburb pretty much all the way to Wisconsin. Metra, Chicago’s commuter railroad, runs regular trains all the way to
Kenosha, ten miles north of the state line. (They’re negotiating as I write this to extend the service forty miles further north to
Milwaukee. [The Metra expansion still hasn’t come to pass, but Amtrak runs trains roughly hourly between Chicago and
Milwaukee.]) Past the border the highway moves a bit further inland from the lake, so it looks a tad more rural. It still moves a ton of
traffic, though.
I stopped for gas at Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin, just north of the state line. That was probably stupid, since Wisconsin is one
of the few places where gas is more expensive than Chicagoland. It made a pleasant break, though.
I had thought the car was having some problems handling, and was starting to get a little worried again. When I stopped,
though, it made sense. I hadn’t realized it, but the wind was blowing fiercely. It was amazing my little car stayed on the road at all amid
the gale that was raging outside. It was still difficult driving, but at least now I had a clue as to why the car seemed to have trouble
going straight.
Southern Wisconsin is every bit as populated as Michigan. It’s about fifty miles from the state line on to Milwaukee, and in
between are Kenosha and Racine, each large cities in their own right. While no one in Milwaukee would ever admit to being in the
same metro area as Chicago, it really is basically sold city all the way—and continues to be urban north of there to Sheboygan,
Appleton, and Green Bay. Fortunately, I-94 is six lanes in Wisconsin, so the traffic moves fairly smoothly. Before long I was in
Milwaukee.
I’ve now been to Milwaukee twice in my life, the other time being a quick pass-through after seeing Brad play in a ballgame in
Appleton, Wisconsin a year ago. It’s an interesting city—old and industrial, but still surprisingly clean and green. Sometime
(presumably after Brad gets called up to the majors and I have a reason to spend a bit of time here), I’d like to explore Milwaukee more
fully. It’s big enough that I’m sure there must be some interesting things to see and do, and I think it would be fun to see just what they
are. [I’d spend Easter weekend in Milwaukee a few years later. It was not a bad trip, but honestly it’s one of the duller cities
I’ve been to.]
Today, though, I took the freeway above downtown and then headed westward to the suburbs. My destination here was the
final baseball-themed attraction of this trip: Brad’s future workplace, Miller Park. I’m not a great fan of those “Your Name Here”
stadiums (don’t ever try to get me to call Comiskey “U.S. Cellular Field”), but at least Miller Park sounds like it could be named after a
person (like my relatives, for instance), rather than a brewery. It’s also a brand new park, so I suppose they can name it whatever they
want to. I was here to take the ballpark tour and see what the place was like.
First, though, I had to park. That was easier said than done, and the whole annoying process of it made me question whether
I wanted to go to the trouble of seeing Brad play here in the future. I’m used to going to big league parks by public transportation; the
‘L’ really does go right up to the gate of Wrigley and Comiskey, and I’ve also reached ballparks in New York, Baltimore, Cleveland, St.
Louis, Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Toronto by train or bus. When I’ve driven, the parks have either been surrounded by
copious downtown ramps (Minneapolis and Detroit) or in the heart of a sea of parking lots (Kansas City and Dallas). Miller Park is
surrounded by parking lots, but it’s all but impossible to get to any of them. That was especially true today, when there was no game
and pretty much all the parking lots were roped off. I almost completely circled the stadium before I finally found a place to park.
[When I came back here in 2009 once Brad had actually reached the big leagues, I paid twenty bucks for the privilege of
parking across the interstate and a twenty-minute walk from the ballpark entrance.]
I bought a ticket for the ballpark
tour and then killed some time in a dull,
overpriced gift shop. Eventually a group of
around 20 assembled, and it was time to
start our tour. An elderly lady named Louise
was our guide, and she did a very nice job
of showing us around the park. She was
well informed about both the park and the
team (unlike the dreadful guide we had
when the quiz bowl team toured Busch
Stadium in St. Louis), and she was
enthusiastic without being annoying about it.
I’ve done a lot of ballpark tours, but this
definitely ranks among the best of them.
Only the Chicago parks did a nicer job of
entertaining their visitors.
The only really bad thing about the
tour was that a Hispanic couple had brought
along their four bratty kids. Every time the
kids acted up, the parents seemed to think
they were being adorable.
Fortunately
Louise knew better. When it became clear
Miller Park – Milwaukee, Wisconsin
that mom and dad weren’t able to discipline
their own kids, Louise stepped in. In a voice that was friendly, but unquestionably firm, she let the kids know just exactly what was

expected of them. When they pretended not to speak English, she pointed out that they had understood everything she said earlier.
That took the kids by surprise, and they had few other options but to obey her. After that, they really were adorable little children.
We started the tour on the club level, the exclusive level of luxury suites that virtually every new stadium has. Miller Park is a
very vertical stadium (I’ve read it’s equivalent to a thirty story building [and is the tallest building in Milwaukee]), and the club level is
way up in the stratosphere. In a way, that’s kind of nice, though. The rich people who don’t really care about seeing the game probably
should be in the worst seats in the house. I pondered while we were up here in heaven the try-out Brad had been given at Miller Park
right before he was drafted. He had hit some batting practice balls all the way up here to club level outfield. Apparently Bud Selig
himself had seen those bombs, and was most impressed. Looking down from where they landed, I could definitely see why. I have no
idea how far it is from here to home, but it sure seems like miles.
Also on the club level is the pressbox. Louise took us through there and pointed out that the tour was supposed to include a
visit to the computer room where they generate special effects for the scoreboard. Apparently the Department of Homeland Security
had requested that they not allow the public into that room, though. I’m not quite sure what they think a terrorist is going to do with a
scoreboard, but it was nice to at least have some explanation for why we were forbidden to go there.
Louise handled all the other places we couldn’t visit in much the same way. Almost any big building has a lot of places that he
public has no business going. Louise was perfectly willing to point out just where all of those were, what their function was, and why we
couldn’t peek inside. In the meantime we saw enough other things up close that we could genuinely feel we’d gotten an in-depth tour of
the stadium. [This was the biggest difference in this tour compared to the others I’ve been on. We were told what everything
actually was, rather than just marching past closed doors.]
From the club level we descended to the service level, which is more than fifty underground. There’s a big circular road under
the stadium, that delivery trucks use to get close to every part of the park. Above that road are pipes that run beer to all the concession
stands. We saw such lowly but important places as the main laundry room and the pop bottle recycling facility. We also saw where
“Bernie the Brewer” enters the slide from which he descends whenever Milwaukee hits a home run. They’ve apparently toned down
this show from the Brewers’ former home at County Stadium. Supposedly Bernie used to be a caricature of an old German man in
lederhosen who slid down into an enormous stein of beer. Even though the new ballpark is named after a beer, they no longer feel it’s
appropriate to have alcohol as the focus of their home run salute. Nowadays Bernie just slides down into the bullpen. [When I came
back to Milwaukee in 2008 I see Bernie Brewer’s original chalet, which today sits in the Lakefront Brewery north of
downtown.]
We also saw where they store the costumes used for the nightly sausage race—where a hotdog, a bratwurst, and an Italian
sausage run around the warning track. [They’ve since added a chorizo, too.] The sausage race was in the news last summer when
a visiting player purposely tripped one the mascots. The player was given a stiff fine, and many writers pondered whether the same
punishment would have been imposed had the commissioner of baseball not been the owner of the Brewers. (Well, technically Bud
Selig isn’t the Brewers’ owner; he officially divested himself when he became the permanent commissioner, so now Brad’s boss is
Bud’s daughter, Wendi Selig-Priebe.) Louise pointed out that anyone can run in the sausage race if they want. The night of the
controversy, the lady in the Italian sausage costume was an intern on the Brewers’ office staff. Many times, though, visiting dignitaries
ask to don the costumes, though. Apparently President Bush even wore the bratwurst costume when, as owner of the Texas Rangers,
he was visiting Milwaukee about a decade ago. Louise let us know how anyone who attends a game can request to be a sausage, and
it’s something I just might do one day. [Now that Brad is no longer with the Brewers, it’s unlikely I’ll ever be a sausage.]
We stopped by the visiting clubhouse, which is apparently a normal part of the tour. Louise wasn’t sure if we could see it
today, though. We had noticed while we were elsewhere in the park that some college-aged men were playing ball on the field. They
were apparently potential prospects who were here for a try-out with the team, a similar kind of thing to what Brad had done—though
none of them were hitting balls to the upper deck. Louise wasn’t sure if the young men were still on the field, or whether they might be
dressing in the clubhouse. To find out she chose me to take a peek in the door and see if there was anyone in there. There was, and I
quickly apologized on behalf of the group. It might have been interesting to see the clubhouse, but I certainly didn’t need to see the
future prospects quite so “up close and personal”.
Our last visit was to the bullpen area in the outfield. Here Louise explained the retractable roof (a simpler set-up than they
have in Toronto) that allows them to have a natural grass field inside a dome. [The roof in Milwaukee just retracts in a straight line,
while the overly complex SkyDome roof rotates and retracts. When I actually saw a game here in 2009 I was struck by the fact
that even though the roof was open, I had the feeling of being indoors. About all that is gained by the retractable roof is the
ability to have natural grass (which, interestingly, they don’t have in Toronto).] We got a nice view of the whole park from field
level and then made our way back to the entrance. The tour lasted a little over an hour, and it was all very interesting.
I left Miller Park and made my way through Milwaukee’s western suburbs. I-94 soon narrowed to four lanes, but the traffic
seemed to increase, if anything. It was high-speed bumper-to-bumper traffic all the way to Madison—one of the most annoying
stretches of the trip. [I’d drive this again when I came back to see a game in 2009. It was pushing midnight after the game, but
the traffic was still ridiculous. Making it worse on that trip was a heavy rainstorm that limited visibility.]
Fortunately it really isn’t all that far to Madison, and after not much over an hour I had reached I-39. I went north one exit to
US 151 and drove west about half a mile to the Madison Econolodge. This was one of the stranger motels I’ve stayed at. It has two
buildings, but virtually all the guests seemed to be housed in the annex. There were rooms in the main part, but I think they were all
empty. Mostly the main part held the lobby, the office, the breakfast room, and one of the largest motel gift shops I’ve ever seen—filled
with the most atrocious souvenirs of Wisconsin you could imagine. They were re-paving the parking lot, which made most of the place
inaccessible. They were also doing renovations on the annex (that place everyone was staying), so there was scaffolding everywhere.

The vending machines were inoperative, and instead of having an ice machine they had a deep freeze with little zip-lock bags filled with
ice cubes. It was definitely not the best accommodations I’ve ever had, but it would do for a night.
The Econolodge is right on the main strip in Madison, across the highway from a major mall. I walked over there to see if
there was anything interesting. The only place I really spent any time was a Shop-Ko store, the same thing I could see in Mason City or
Fairmont, but always a good place to browse. Then I had dinner (steak and soup, that were very pricey) at Country Kitchen, followed
by a bit of dessert at that Wisconsin institution, Culver’s.
Madison is a college town, and as such it has more than its share of freebie papers with a variety of mostly extreme political
slants. I picked up one of these where the cover story brought me back to where I had just come from. The headline read “WMDs in
Alabama”, and the dateline was Anniston. While it took me nearly half the article to realize that “WMDs” stood for “weapons of mass
destruction” [the abbreviation has since become quite standard], it was interesting to read. The liberal white Wisconsonians [I
think they’re actually called Wisconsinites] seemed to feel that Anniston had been chosen as the weapons disposal site almost
exclusively because it was a majority black community. They offered nothing to back up that claim, nor any reason why hundreds of
other mostly black cities around the country had been overlooked in favor of Anniston. I personally think they chose Alabama not out of
racism, but for the gung-ho patriotism of the state. At least from an outsider’s perspective, there seems to be almost no one there who
would question anything the government does.
I, on the other hand, am often very skeptical of the government. Seeing that Bush buzz phrase “weapons of mass destruction”
only served to reinforce my opinion on the war in Iraq. We never did find any such weapons in Iraq, nor do we seem to have
accomplished much of anything there. I heard Walter Cronkite on TV the other day lamenting this radical shift in our nation’s foreign
policy, with the government suddenly justifying an unprovoked invasion of a sovereign country. It’s rather obvious that, unlike in
Afghanistan, the people aren’t exactly welcoming us with open arms. [The longer we stay in Afghanistan, the less welcome we
appear to be there as well.] But then, why should they? We came into their country uninvited, and our military is occupying it. While I
won’t pretend for a minute that Hussein is a good man, it’s not like we’re liberating the Iraqis from a foreign invader; indeed, from their
point of view our army is that foreign invader. I would much rather put the billions of dollars this war into preventing terrorism at home
(like having meaningful security at our borders), and then in our foreign policy promote our country as a land of peace and friendship.
That’s pretty much what Europe’s doing, but Bush seems to prefer being a bully.
Okay, okay—enough of the soapbox again. (That is the price you as a reader pay for getting my version of a trip rather than
the Fodor travel guide.) There was one more piece to the baseball theme of this vacation. Back at the hotel, I flipped through the
channels, finding very little of interest on TV. I ended up spending most of the evening watching the Little League World Series.

Tuesday, August 12
Madison, Wisconsin to Algona, Iowa
Mostly I just drove home today. I left the motel early and set off west on I-90. I stopped at Tomah, the place where I-90 and I94 split, looking for a post office. I drove all over town, and eventually found what appeared to be a post office. Unfortunately, it had
been remodeled into a professional building, with not so much as a blue mailbox out front. I kept driving and driving, and after about
fifteen minutes I finally found the new post office, located in a pre-fab building on the outskirts of town. [I couldn’t begin to tell you
why I was so obsessed with finding a post office. I can’t imagine there was anything so pressing to be mailed that it couldn’t
wait until I was back in Algona just a few hours later.]
The motel breakfast was extremely minimal, so I stopped again for breakfast. Again I was at a Country Kitchen, and at
breakfast their prices were much more affordable. I had their skillet scramble (ham and eggs over hash browns, all smothered in
cheese sauce), as well as some very tasty coffee. I was intrigued to see a couple stop in while I ate, asking for coffee to go. They were
happy to serve them (at $1.69 a cup), but it would never occur to me to go to a “sit-down” restaurant just to get a styrofoam cup of
coffee. [They could easily have gotten (and better) more coffee for less money at McDonalds.]
The rest of the day was pretty uneventful. I made my way west on I-90 across Wisconsin and half of Minnesota, stopping one
last time for gas in Albert Lea. It was pleasant to have the emptiest roads I had seen since leaving I-24 in southern Illinois. Then I sped
down US 169, back to my home in Algona.

The FAQ Section
There’s a number of these … and many of them really are things I’ve been asked with surprising frequency.

Let’s start with baseball. You’ve been to a lot of parks—which did you like the best
and least?
On this particular trip my favorite park was Jacobs Field in Cleveland. I also liked Miller Park, and it will be interesting to see
an actual game there someday. I didn’t care much for Comerica park. The name sounds like a contraction of “Commercial” and
“America”, and that’s pretty much what the ballpark comes across as.
My actual favorite and least favorite parks were not among the ones I saw on this trip. In the major leagues, my favorite park
was definitely historic Yankee Stadium, though Kaufmann Stadium in Kansas City is probably the most attractive park I’ve seen
anywhere. [I might add PNC Park in Pittsburgh to that list.] The hyper-commercial Pac Bell Park in San Francisco was probably

my least favorite in the majors. Some of my friends will kill me for this, but I also don’t care much for Wrigley Field. Yes, it’s historic
and has a great view of the city, but it’s also cramped, dirty, and usually filled with fans who’ve had a bit too much to drink. I really
enjoyed taking a tour of Wrigley, and it looks great on TV, but it’s just not a fun place to sit and watch a game. [Old Shea Stadium in
New York would also be close to the bottom; no one is crying over tearing that place down.]
In the minor leagues, there’s even more individual personality among the parks. While the players don’t much care for it, I
rather like Pohlman Field in Beloit. It reminds me of Community Field in Burlington, the closest thing to a “hometown” professional park
there was when I was growing up. Both are old, ratty parks, but you get a feeling of a real community team, rather than a cash cow for
some corporation; they give the feeling of really being “friendly confines”. John O’Donnell Stadium in Davenport is a lovely old park
overlooking the Mississippi, and Sec Taylor in Des Moines is nicer than many of the new big league parks it copies. (I’ve always
wondered why we don’t play the state high school championships there. [They do now.]) Probably the best minor league park I’ve
been to, though, was Fifth-Third Field in Dayton, which is basically a smaller version of Baltimore’s Camden Yards. Lots of critics
praise Fifth-Third, and this is one occasion when I definitely agree with the experts. Besides bring a beautiful downtown park, it’s a
friendly atmosphere and they’ve got some of the best stadium food you’ll find anywhere.
The worst minor league park? No hesitation whatsoever: Elfstrom Stadium in Geneva, Illinois. The home of the Kane County
Cougars is an ugly, generic park out in the middle of nowhere. That alone wouldn’t turn me against it, though. The real problem was
that the place was filled with some of the most annoying, obnoxious fans I’ve seen anywhere. Even if Brad were demoted back to Aball, you won’t catch me at another Kane County game.
[I’ve seen a number of other minor league parks since this trip, though I don’t know that I’d add anything to the best
or worst lists. One special case, though, is Omaha’s Rosenblatt Stadium, a place that could really fit on both lists at the same
time and the place I’d see more of Brad’s AAA games than anywhere else. The pile of rusted steel and concrete is truly
cavernous. Its 25,000 seats sell out for the College World Series, but they’re lucky to get 1,000 for most Omaha Royals
games. The place is literally falling down, and its seats are cramped and uncomfortable. There’s a nice view of the parkland
by the Missouri River, though, as well as a fascinating geodesic dome in the zoo next door. Parking is free, and there’s a
friendly, laid-back feeling that’s missing in more popular parks. While it’s not at all a nice park, it is a pleasant place to watch
a game.]
*****

EFT: Brad Nelson on-deck at a Brewers game
RIGHT: Brad Nelson after making contact for his first
big league hit
(Both are website photos.)

Will your friend be a major leaguer?
I don’t want to take liberties by calling Brad Nelson a “friend”,
but “former student” gets cumbersome. To answer the question, yes
Brad will make it to what players call “the show”. I’m not a gambler, but
if I were I’d put money on it—though I probably wouldn’t find many
people to bet against me. 2003 will probably be among his worst
professional seasons statistically, but it says a lot about the Brewers’
confidence in him that they promoted him to AA and moved him to a new position in spite of frankly abysmal hitting following his wrist
surgery. Most of the “experts” in the baseball world expect Brad to start back in Huntsville next spring, and I agree with that prediction.
I’d guarantee you he won’t finish the season there, though. He could be in AAA Indianapolis, but my personal bet is that he’ll finish
2004 in Milwaukee. [Things didn’t happen that fast. Brad would spend most of his next few years in Nashville, where

Milwaukee’s AAA team would move. He finally got a call-up in September of 2008, and it was really cool to see ESPN play his
first hit over and over again. The Brewers made the playoffs that year, and Brad was on the playoff roster. He was also on
the big league roster at the start of 2009, but he struggled badly in a pinch hitting role. By the time he was cut in May he was
one of only two big league players who were still hitless that far into the season. Brad became a free agent and signed with
the Mariners system (who in 2009 were managed by the same team that had been in Milwaukee in 2001). He spent the rest of
2009 in AAA Tacoma. Just last month (January 2010) Brad renewed his contract with the Mariners. He has a AAA contract,
but an invitation to big league spring training. If he does well in Phoenix, he could start the 2010 season in Seattle.]

So why are you following his minor league career? Why don’t you wait until he’s in the
big leagues?
I get this question from my students a lot. Frankly, it’s a lot easier to follow someone in minor league ball. In Huntsville it was
easy for Brad to come up to talk with me after a game. In Milwaukee (and almost all big league parks), they keep the players as
separate from the fans as possible. About the only big league park I’ve seen where many players actually interacted with fans was the
Metrodome [which will no longer be a baseball park in 2010], and even there it wasn’t as easy as in the minors. Beyond that, it’s
really on the way up that an athlete really needs the support of people he knows. By the time he is a big leaguer, Brad will undoubtedly
have literally thousands of fans. … Starting out, though, he needs to rely on the people who actually know him. [I could add that it’s
also a lot cheaper to be a minor league fan. While Brad would be kind enough to put me on the pass list at virtually every
park he played in (including Miller Park), I could easily afford to buy the minor league tickets myself if I had to. Big league
tickets, on the other hand, start around twenty bucks, and the seat near the dugout Brad secured me in Milwaukee had a face
value of over $100. Concessions are also absurdly expensive at big league parks, as is parking and travel costs for getting to
and staying in the cities that have MLB parks.]

Besides the ballgames, what was your favorite thing to see on this trip?
Actually, I don’t know that the ballgames would have been my favorite thing, even if I’d included them here. My favorite
baseball-themed attraction was Field of Dreams, which was especially fascinating on a foggy morning. [Looking back from a more
detached perspective, I’d probably say the Miller Park tour topped the list.] Among the non-baseball attractions, I’d probably pick
the Carter Center.

Of the cities you visited, which did you like best and least?
Let’s start with least—Detroit, hands down. As far as I can tell the only real attraction in metro Detroit is Greenfield Village in
suburban Dearborn. While waiting in the dentist’s office last month I read an article in ESPN—The Magazine that asked professional
athletes to choose the best and worst “road towns” in which to play. With almost fifty cities to choose from, Detroit got a majority of the
votes. That wasn’t hard to believe, having been there. I’d think the players are pretty much stuck in their hotels all the time they’re not
playing; there’s just not much of anything to see or do here—not to mention how ugly and decrepit the city is.
The favorite place I visited is a much harder question to answer. Had I actually stopped there, I’d probably say Chicago—
which is just about my favorite city anywhere, period. I don’t really think I can count driving through on the expressway as seeing
Chicago, though. I’d be tempted to say Milwaukee, but I really didn’t see much of anything other than Miller Park there either.
Hopefully one day I’ll explore that city in a more in-depth way. So, that pretty leaves Cleveland and the Southern cities—and most of
them were really just passing through, too. I suppose I’d say Chattanooga, which is a stately old city in a gorgeous mountain setting.
It’s also just about the only place in the South where the city doesn’t seem completely overwhelmed by its suburbs. I really didn’t see
Chattanooga in much depth either, though, so perhaps I’ll just have to leave the question unanswered.

Isn’t it boring to drive so far alone?
Brad himself asked me this, noting how dull it was for him to drive from California back to Iowa a year ago. Quite a few other
people have implied it in one way or another, too. The answer is “not really”. I always love traveling—by almost any mode of
transportation (boat being the one notable exception). While I don’t care a lot for heavy traffic, I almost always enjoy driving, even
alone over long distances [as long as the weather is decent]. I’ve also always been pretty good at keeping myself entertained. (I
think that’s an advantage to growing up before the age of computers and video games.) I often play a complicated version of the
“alphabet” game when I drive, finding things from signs I pass along the way, and I also listen to music and sing to myself as I make my
way down the road. (Some people sing in the shower; me, I sing on the road.) [The other thing I do while driving, which
surprisingly I didn’t mention here, is listen to audiobooks. I have a large and ever-growing collection of them, and I enjoy
listening to them again and again. I particularly like audio biographies, and listening to those makes time fly when I travel.]
I also think it helps that I was driving my tiny Metro, which has no air conditioning. With the windows open and your view low
to the ground, you feel more a part of the country you are passing through. I was reminded of the book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance, which I read for a college class years ago. Much more than maintenance, the book describes the joy of riding a
motorcycle, where the biker feels one with the environment, rather than just traveling through it in a glass and steel shell. I’ve never
ridden a motorcycle (except when messing around with friends in high school—something my parents, hopefully, never knew about),
though I’ve always thought it would be fun to do so. I do think a small car with the windows open affords some of that same feeling,
though. […And it is amusing that my “Chevy” car is actually made by Suzuki.]
*****

Since you travel so much, what’s the best and worst hotel you’ve stayed in?
Again, I’ll answer that in regards to both this trip and ever. I tend to have simple tastes in hotels. I like a clean room with good
lighting and easily controlled heat or air conditioning, a nice bathroom with a powerful shower, a pleasant lobby, and a convenient
location. On this trip the nicest place was the Sleep Inn south of Cleveland. Sleep Inn is also just about the most reliably good chain
I’ve ever stayed at. Hampton Inn is probably nicer, but they’re also quite a bit more expensive. As for individual hotels, I really liked the
Hollywood Roosevelt where Margaret and I stayed in Los Angeles. The Clarion Barceló O’Hare that I referred to earlier in this
travelogue is also a first-rate hotel. In big cities almost any Choice property (Clarion, Quality, Comfort, or Sleep) will be a decent and
affordably priced selection. [The Comfort Inn where I stayed in Boston after Christmas would definitely be toward the top of my
list, as would the Quality Inn in downtown Des Moines.] In small towns, though, the same hotels can often be over-priced. [I’ve
also become a fan of Fairfield Inns and their sister chain Springhill Suites. These are often affordable, especially on
weekends, and they provide nice rooms and an excellent breakfast.]
The worst single motel I’ve ever stayed in was a ma ‘n’ pa place in Grand Rapids, Minnesota where I stayed almost twenty
years ago. I paid what was then an outrageous price (over $40, I think) for a room with ineffective air conditioning, roaches crawling in
the bed, and mosquitoes flying out of the bathtub drain. Not long after that I stayed at another ma ‘n’ pa abomination in Winner, South
Dakota that was nearly as bad. After that I made two vows: I would never stay at an independent motel again and I would never travel
without reservations again. I’ve kept both of those resolutions for nearly two decades now.
It’s hard to select a “worst” chain, because an awful lot of “bad” has to do with value for money. I’ve stayed at a lot of Motel 6’s
and Econolodges that weren’t especially nice motels, but where I felt I got exactly my money’s worth. [There would be a couple of
Econolodges on a future trip south that would make me question whether they were good value.] Generally I feel the worst
value for money comes at Super 8 motels. The quality of Super 8’s tends toward budget, but they price themselves more in the midrange category. They tend to be older and not well maintained. They’re often [more like ALWAYS] very badly lit, and the plumbing
usually leaves something to be desired. The single rooms at Super 8’s tend to be cramped and badly located, and you usually have no
choice but to walk past the desk every time you go in or out. Finally, I don’t think I’ve ever had a decent breakfast at a Super 8. I’m a
member of Super 8’s “VIP” club [no longer true], but that doesn’t mean I particularly like their motels.
[Super 8 would still be at the bottom among chains, in my opinion. There are a few nice Super 8’s here and there, but
they are almost never my choice of where to stay. I’ve since been at one other hotel that would vie for worst overall: the
Rodeway Inn at I-80 and U.S. 69 in Des Moines where I stayed when my nephew Tim graduated from college. Not only did I
have an unpleasant experience there; but a year later our new pastor stayed there on her way to the interview at our church,
and she hated the place as well. It looks all right on the outside, but it appears the rooms have not seen maintenance in a
generation. My room reeked of smoke, there was literally no hot water the whole time I was there, and even with every light in
the place on I could barely see to read. There were stains on the bedding and a big hole in the wall that looked like someone
had punched it. The Motel 6 just around the corner is cheaper, and it’s really a much nicer place to stay.]

And to finish things up, how’s the car doing?
OK … sort of … knock on wood. The exhaust doesn’t seem to be a problem, so the $30 job they did at Midas seems to have
worked. However, shortly after school started I was driving back from a cross-country meet in Mason City when I noticed that most of
the lights didn’t work. I had daytime running lights, but no real headlights, no taillights (the biggest concern), and no dashboard lights.
The estimate to fix that electrical problem was over $700. Fortunately it turned out to be quite a bit less, but it was still about the
biggest expense of the year. I’m hoping to keep the car at least another year, though if I do I’ll probably have to get the brakes serviced
at some point, too. On the other hand, the car does now have 101,000 miles on it, so I suppose it’s due for a few problems. Hopefully,
though, I can get a bit more faithful service out of the old Metro—maybe one more good road trip and a lot more running around town.
[I still have the Metro, which now has nearly 175,000 miles on the odometer. I haven’t done a major road trip since
this one, but I have put on a lot of miles going various places in the Midwest (like countless trips to Omaha and back for AAA
games). I’ve since had exhaust worked on twice, and there have been some other electrical issues. The older it gets, the
more “nickel and dime” troubles there seem to be. For its age, though, the car continues to run fairly well—KNOCK ON
WOOD!]

